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Soldiers Matter.

Kansas City, Mo.. Jan. 16. Two
trainmen are known to be dead and
another is believed to be dead, while
the fourth in probably foitaJIyi Injured, in a wreck at Waldron, Missouri, twelve miles from Leavenworth, Kansas, taut night, caused by
a head-o- n
collisslon betwen the Rock
Island passenger train No. 26 and
a freight.
Several passengers were
(lightly Injured. The dead are:
ENGINEER J. McQUEEN, of the
freight.
CHARLES HAKT, baggageman.
Engineer King, of the passenger
train, is missing and believed to be
under the wreckage. Fireman Geo
S. Millwood Is probably fatally in
jured.
An open switch was the
cause of the wreck.

Washington, Jan. 17. ly a vote of
to 7, the senate ship subsidy bill
was defeated In the house committee
on merchant marine and fisheries to
day.
As the committee had no authority
to sit during the sessions of the house,
and as objection was made to grant
ing this authority, a vote on the Gros
was
venor mall subsidy substitute
prevented, and the committee an
journed to meet at 4 o'clock this aft
ernoon.
8

CORTELYOU AND GARFIELD
ARE REPORTED FAVORABLY
The senate committee on financetoday agreed to report favorably upon
the nominations of Postmaster Gen
era! Cortelyou to be secretary of the
treasury, and of James R. Garfield
the commissioner of corporations, to
be secretary of the Interior.
The vote on both Cortelyou and
Garfield was unanimous, the members
of the committee assenting to the
view that the president should be al
lowed to select his own advisors.
Other Nominations Made.
The president sent to the senate
the following nominations:
Postmasters Williams, Ariz., F.
W. Smith; Farmlngton, N. M., J. A.

AMERICAN IDIOTIC ltl"hll
AGAIN KXDS FATALLY
Chicago, Jan. 15. In a rush of
passengers to board an elevated train
at the Canal street station today,
Miss Lillian Dahlke was pushed from
the platform. The girl fell between
the train and the platform In such
a way that it was found necessary to
chop away a portion of the platform
to extricate her. Her spine was
fractured and other internal injuries Duff.
render her recovery impossible.
IKK LAPS IT FULLY HALF
MILLION IV SHOUT ORDER
Chicago, Jan. 15. Half a million
dollars wdrth of property was de
stroyed early today by a' flre that
partially burned
the eight story
building on Dearborn street, occupied
principally by M. A. Donahue & company, printers,, and publishers.
A
dozen other firms had places of bust
tiess destroyed.
I

v

SKMiit'r Continue Siteerli.
Washington, Jan. 15. Spooner In
the senate foday resumed his speech
upon the
Brownsville resolution.
which was begun yesterday. He said
agreed
he
that it was for congress to
determine the oath of enlistment, the
duration of term, the pay, the method
of punishment and many other regulations for the government of soldiers, but he could not agree that the
commander In chief of the United
States army in time ot peace
is under the supreme command of
congress. The constitution made the
president the commander in chief of
the army, without defining his functions, declared Spooner.
He read
from the decision In the Swayne
case, in the court of claims, that
may reduce orabolish the military forces, but that so long as there
Is a force, the commander In chief
supreme.
r

GREAT BRITAIN Ifl FAR '
AHEAD IN ITS SHIPPING
Washington, Jan. 75. Th. fact
that the United States congress is today considering legislation to revise
the dwindling shipping marine of the
country, gives added interest to a re
cent British Hoard of Trade return
containing some statistics relative to
the world's mercantile shipping. The
foreign trade tonnage of the United
Kingdom entered and cleared at all
ports during 1906 was 112,040,734
of which 70,968,087 was British and
41,077,647 foreign.
There has been
practically no change in the relative
proportion of British and foreign
ocean carriers in the last five years,
In fact, while the figures rise and fall
under varying conditions of prosper
ity of depression not in Great Britain
alone, but also in other countries, the
British preponderance Is today prac
tlcally what it was as far back as
1850, showing that the lion's share
of the world's carrying trade is still
the British share.
LARGEST Ll'MitKK SHIPMENT
PACIFIC COAST EVER MADE
Astoria, Ore., Jan. 15. The Brit
passed the
ish, steamer Tottenham
bar this morning from the Fraser saw
mills. Her cargo consisted of 4,000,
000 feet of lumber, which Is the
largest ever shipped from the Pacific
coast. The cargo is consigned to a
Mexican railway company.
FRENCH BISHOPS
ARE HOLDING CONFERENCE
Paris, Jan. 15. A plenary council
of the French bishops to discuss the
state of the church-l- n France is being
held at the Chateau de la Mautte
today. The Gendarmerie has received
instructions to parade In front of the
building to prevent disturbance.
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HOI Si; CONSIDERS THE
FORTIFICATIONS BILL.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 15. The
house today, after passage of a few
measures of local Interest, resumed
its consideration of the fortifications
bill.

NEW FRUIT LINE
FORMED BY HARRIMAX
Chicago, Jan. 16. The
Pacific
Fruit express, a corporation with a
capitalization of 112,000,000, has been
formed by the Harrtman lines for the
purpose of handling their refrigerator
car business. When present orders
for equipment have been filled the
new corporation will own 6,600 cars
of the most modern type, and will
be one of the biggest concerns engaged In the operation of fast freight
lines in the country. More than
of the company's capitalization will represent expenditures for
cars.
$10,-600,0-

910,000

OFFERED IN PRIZES
FOR ItHLTRY

Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 15. At the
annual show of the Poultry and Pet
Stock company here today, there
were over 6,000 exhibits. The cash
prizes are the largest ever offered at
a show of the kind, amounting to
$ 10.000.
valuable
besides several
gold and silver cupB. T. E. Orr of
Weaver, Pa., secretary of the Amerl
can Poultry association, Frank Heck
of Chicago, and A. F. Shepherd of
Toledo are the Judges.

TRAFFIC MAY AGAIN

APPEAR.

I!
AND WASHOCT8
RE TO MAKE TRAINS
'
LATE AT A LBl'Q I'ERQ I E.
It wus announced at the local offices of the Sunta Fe this afternoon
that traffic would become more regular In the future than it has for days
past. A wreck at Lamar, Colo., and
the ditching of a freight train at
Las Vegas coupled with sort road
beds In California, have conspired to
Interrupt traffic on the Santa Fe for
the past three days. The Su iday
night trains from the north did not
urilve here until Monday morning
because of the Lamar wreck.
The stranded freight train ut Vegas delayed trains 1, 7 and 9.
No. 9 arrived at 7:15 this morning, the first section of No. 7 at 7:35
and the second section of the same
train pulled In at 8:0 a. m. The
Dyer arrived twenty minutes late, hut
this was not due to the wrecks.
Train No. 8 from the west, due
at 6:45 last evening arlved here at
9:35 this morning while No. 2, due
at 8 a. m. arlved at 10:25.
The delay of the western trains is
said to have been caused by washouts on the line in California.

ARE

IN

ANNUAL

Their National Committee Will Be Investigated Same Company Books Show Only
Eleven Dead at Eliza
as Was the New York
Is'ln Washington For
Furnance.
Life.
That Purpose.
MEXICAN

MOKE

GIVEN MONTH

TO FIGHT EXTRADITION
Washington, Jan. 15. Plans for
the national campaign of 1908 are
already being formulated by the re
publicans. The meeting of the execuof the National
tive committee
League of Republican Clubs, being
held In this city, proposes making
arrangements for tho
preliminary
opening of the campaign. The committee consists of one member from
each state and the representation at
today's meeting is large.
The delegates were given a reception at the white house today, the
president extending to each of his
callers a hearty greeting.

till

rmnvAiiY in care.

GREAT EM M IGRATION
FROM SUNNY SPAIN
Madrid, Jan. 16. The Anchor Line
steamship Scotia sailed from here to
em igraius
day with two thousand
from Ilojar and Sulmunaca for Uruguay and Nicaragua.
This makes
over 12,000 emigrants from the districts mentioned for the past month.
They are leaving this country to escape the poverty owing to the closing
down of a large number of cloth factories, which could not compete with
Krtlish and German manufacturers.
The governments of Uruguay and Nicaragua offered them free passages
and will advance the capital to build
,
factories.

SMITH PINCHES

CON-S-

TWO ON THEFT CHARGES
WILLIAMS AND WILLIAMSON
LEGED TO HAVE STOLEN
FROM GOVERNMENT.

AL-

Deputy United States Marshal Billy
Smith, who left Albuquerque several
days ago, presumably for Lordsburg,
N. M , did a bit of professional work
before he reached his destination, according to a special dispatch from
Silver City to the El Paso News,
ho
which states that yesterday
brought into that city "Billy" Will-ium- s,
allias William S. Williams, and
Floyd Williamson, from Central, u
The
small place near Fort Bayard.
men are charged with stealing from
the commissary department of thj
fort. They run a saloon at Central.
When arraigned before the United
States commissioner at Silver City,
they were bound over to the grand
Mr.
jury in the sum of 1 1,000.
Smith then went oil to Lordsburg,
' s oiimmons for a
where he
Southwestern depot agent to appear
as a witness in a civil case.

Kingston

Denver, Jan. 15. Simon Guggen
helm, republican, was elected senator
to succeed Thomas M. Patterson,
democrat, by the legislature today.
He received a large majority of both
the house and the senate in separate
session, the vote being:
Senate Guggenheim 22; Chas S.
Thomas, democrat 12.
46; Thomas
House Guggenheim
15; Frank C. Goudy, republican 4.
Senator Morton Alexander, republl
can; was absent on account of sick'
ness. All the republican
members
present voted for Guggenheim, except
M.
representative
D. Vincent, of
Delta county, who voted for Goudy,
Three democrats
after voting for
Thomas changed to Goudy as a com
pliment. They are Hema, Montrose
Ebbert, Otero; Gellesfleld, Pueblo.

City of Mexico. Jan. 15. Former
Governor David R. Francis, of Mla
to
sourl. who yesterday presented
President Dial a medal and diploma
awarded the chief executive of Mex
ico by the St. Louis world's fair offi
cials, called on Ambassador Thomp
son, Consul General Gottschalk
and
Albino R. Munroe, Mexican commissioner at the St. Louts fair. The
party will be entertained today at
luncheon to be given in their honor
by President Diaz.

HIGH WATERS ENDANGER

ELECTS TO
SENATE A REPUBLICAN,
Helena, Mont., Jan. 15. Congress
man Jos. M. Dixon, republican, was
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 15. The elected United States senator today.
New York, Jan. 13. Investigation
into the arrangements of the Metro- eighteenth annual convention of the The vote for Dixon was 70; Governor
company, United Mine Workers of America Jos. K. Toole, democrat, 17; B. L.
politan
Life Insurance
here today, with 600 dele Frank, democrat, 6; A. O. Conrad
similar to that Into the New York opened
Life, which resulted In the Indict- gates from the bituminous district democrat, 2; Morris, democrat, 1,
ment of George W. Perkins and of the country and 250 delegates from
districts of the anthraci
BAIL! Y'S FRIENDS CLAIM
Chas. S. Fuirchlld, has been begun three
VINDICATION FOR HIM
President fields in attendance. Tlie afTfHVs of
by the district attorney.
organization
quieter
a
are in
Austin, Texas, Jan. 16. The houfo
John R. Hegeman. of the Metropoli- the
years.
state
for
than
today passed a resolution
callln
tan, has been asked to appear
upon the attocney general to subm
in the criminal court building.
COMPANY'S LIST SHOWS
to that body all the documentary
ELEVEN DEAD. evidence In his possession Impllcnt
THE STANDARD OIL IS STILL
Pittsburg, Jan. 15. B. F. Jones, lng Senator Bailey In certain dealings
BEING INDICTED Jr., president of the Jones & Laugh with the Waters-Pierc- e
Oil company
Chicago, Jan. 15. Before Judge lin Steel company, said today relatlva The original resolution provided that
at the Eliza these documents be accepted on th
Landes in the United States supreme to the recent catastrophe ot
the time attorney general's opinion as to the!
that the books
court today John . Rockefeller and furnaces
keeper has! been checked up and merit, but Bailey's adherents objected
his associates, who control the Stand- every
man was accounted for.
Th to this so strenuously that It was
ard Oil company, pleaded not guilty corn puny
's list shows eleven dead.
stricken out.
The friends of M
to eight Indictments thurglng them
Bailey are Jubilant, claiming that he
with working the company to the HIGH WATERS DO DAMAGE
will be
next week withou
detriment of independent truders. A
IN PITTSBURG SECTION. further opposition.
very large number of witnesses huve
Pittsburg,
Pa.. Jan. 15. Flood STUART INAUGURATED AS
been subpaeaned and it is expected
that the trials will occupy at least warnings sent out by the local weathGOVERNOR AT HARRISBURG
er bureau last night stating a state of
seventeen days.
Harrlsburg, Pa., Jan. 15. Ed war
22 feet would be reached by river to8. Stuart, governor of Pennsylvania,
day. The crest of the flood early totoday succeeded Samuel W. Penny
BATTLE OF FORT FISHER
was at Freeport and McKeesport. packer, to whose law office Stuari
IS BEING CELEBRATED day
Kaln falling about the headwaters
an errand boy, delivered book
Wilmington, N. C. Jan. 15. A re- - of the Allegheny and other rivers will wheninauguration
was simple.
The
union of the survivors of the battle swell them.
of Fort Fisher took place here today.
LEGISLATURE WILL LOOK
The parade was headed by Col. Wil- SOUTHERN COTTON GROWERS
AT ELECTION OF HARAIIAN
liam Lamb, of Norfolk. Va., and was
Springfield. III.. Jan. 15. In th
HOLDING CONVENTION
most representative in its character
Birmingham, Ala., Jan. 15. There senate today a resolution wus introas all the state chambers of com- - are over 6,000 delegates in attendance duced calling for the appointment of
merce public boards and merchants at the convention of the Southern a special committee to make a thor.i,i, ii,, vat.
.- .
auisucittiiufui leu in iii
which opened ough investigation of the election of
Cotton association,
erans. Governor It. II. Glenn deliv- here this morning. There are sev- J. II. Harahan to the presidency of
ered the oration and explained that eral important questions to be dis- the Illinois Central.
The resolution
the Fort Fisher Survivors association cussed this afternoon and a resolu- recites that "this body believes the
was composed of representative men tion will be proposed, which If pass- election wus illegal."
from all parts of the state and while ed, will altogether remove the manthis day they were celebrating the an- ipulation of the cotton crop from the MISSOURI ENDORSES THE
DISCHARGE OF THE NEGROES.
niversary of the last great battle and New York exchange.
Jefferson City, Mo., Jan. 15. The
the surrender of the fort they were
house today, over the protest of its
also collecting together in friendly REPORT OF NEW YORK'S
republican members, endorsed the acunion the men who fought side by
FISH COMMISSIONER tion of President Roosevelt
in disside.
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 15. Commi- charging the negro soldiers connectWhipple
Forest
of
the
State
ssioner
ed with the Brownsville riots.
The
ARMOUR PACKING COMPANY'S
r isn ana wame
associaresolution endorsing and approving
EV $3,000,000 PLANT tion In a report issued today, states the
was
action of the president
Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 13. The thut more than 230,000,000 fish were passed by the democrats voting for it
today
company
Packing
in
from
state
against
the and the republicans
the
Armour
it.
litrtbuted
of a eight state hatcheries during the past
commenced the construction
large car shop plant here, which will year, and during the year the depart- AMERICAN BREEDERS' ASSOAltogether the com- ment collected fines and penalties
com $3,000,000.
CIATION IN CONVENTION
$61,956.
pany will spend about $6,000,000 In
Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 15. At the
next
city
this
in
work
construction
annual convention of the American
summer.
THE BENEFIT FOR
Breeders' association, which opened
were
FIGHTER TERRY McGOVERN here this morning, addresses
GRAY
AND
THE BLUE
New York, Jun. 15. The testlmon-l:- delivered by the president, the Hon.
REUNION
A
HOLDING
ARE
benefit to Terry Mctijoveni in James Wilson, Washington,
C
Utica, N. Y., Jan. 13. The One Madison Squure Garden on the 2 3rd, the Hon. L. H. Kerrlck. Blooming-ton- ,
III., and Prof. Oscar Eli. Amongst
York will be one of the greatest athletic
Hundred and Seventh New
volunteers left here last night for events of the season. Already over the delegates present were the leadgrand
Wilmington, N. C, to utend the
200 letters have been received from ing animal and plant breeders In Amfighters. wrestlers and erica and Canada.
reunion of the Blue and the Gray at prominent
other athletes from over the coun- - TO PROSECUTE SOUTHERN
Fort Fisher.
try offering their services. All the
COTTON ASStM IVIION
performers will be volunteers.
H CON I IBM SALE OF
W.
New Yolk, Jan. 15. Henry
JICAR1LLA MATURE LUMBER.
Taft, counsel for the board of man'JAMIU'A EXPERIENCES
Special to The Evening Citizen.
exWashington. I). C. Jan. 15.
DESTRUCTIVE STORM agers of the New York Cotton steps
Kingston, Jamaica, Jan. 15. Very change today took preliminaryagainst
The house bill to quiet title
In un action for criminal lilu
great damage has been done the
to the disposed of merchantable
of
the
I,,, mi i roii in this Island !v the. recent Harita Johnson, president
timber on the Jiearilla Indian
und
Mexico, was
storm. Reports are coining from the Southern CottonL. Association.
reservation. New
F. Livingston of
with amendtoday reported
Interior which state that 75 per cent Representative
with the
ments by the Indian affairs
of the crop has been totally de- Georglu. who recently attiledWashington
postofllce department
stroyed.
committee.
a request for the issuance of a fraud
The house committee reportr
order against the New York Cotton
Market.
ed favorably th Antonio ArchuSpelter lii m, exchange, claiming that the misstateSt. Louis. Jan. 15
leta pension for $12.
ments mad amount to rriiniii.cl llbei.
t

PITTSBURG'S NEIGHBORS

OIL

MONTANA

per-sonal- lv

VILLAREAL IS GIVKW

Washington, Jan. 16. The immigration office has extended to February, the time In which Antonio
Vlllareal, the Mexican now detained
at El Paso, may show cause why
he should not be deported to bis native country. Vlllareal Is charged
with being Illegally In the United
States because he served a term of
imprisonment in Mexico for murder.
The Mexican authorities are anxious
to have the man deported for alleged
revolutionary tendencies.
t
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Jamlca. Reported De
stroyed by Earthquake. With
Great Loss of Life.

Browne From Nebraska. Richard
son Form Delaware. Elected
to United States Senate.

DELAWARE'S SENATOR IS
AGAIN A REPUBLICAN
Dover, Jan. 15. Harry A. Rich
ardson, republican, was today for
mally elected United States senator
to succeed J. Frank Alle.
Both
house balloted separately.
In the
were
cast for
senate eleven votes
Richardson, five for Saulsbury, dem
ocrat. Richardson received twenty
five votes In the house and Saulsbury
ten.

COURT

FIXED BETWEEN

HAVE WHIPHANDLE

BROWN SUCCEEDS
MILLARD FROM NEBRASKA
Lincoln, Jan. 16. The legislature
Itoday in separate session elected
Norris Brown, republican.
United
States senator to succeed J. H. Mill
ard, over W. II. Thompson, demo
crat. Brown will be formally elect-d- e
at the joint session tomorrow: In
the house the vote stood Brown 67
Thompson 31. The senate
Brown
28; Thompson 6,

IS UNITED MINE WORKERS

NOW HAILED INTO

ARRANGED

1908 ISSUE

BILLY
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ANY MORE DIS-

Here's a hunch fur the holelketp- ers.
The latest tourist fad is to "swipe"
the pillow from your bed at the hotel
where you register. This saves you
from tipping the porter on the chair
car a quarter for one, and then you
can use It to the end of your Journey.
Several Albuquerque hotels have
been touched for pillows. It makeo
the proprietors thereof exceedingly
wroth, too. Pillows cost money, especially if they happen to be stuffed
with down, and when a visitor stops
for only one night, paying seventy-liv- e
cents or $1 for the privilege, and
then carries away a pillow valued at
from $1 to $1.50, there is hardly anything in such a transaction for mine
host.
thu
One hotel proprietor stuted
morning he would chain the pillov. s
to the beds if more pillows turned up
missing.
Hereafter he will carefully scrutinize all departing baggage
to discern if possible whether it bears
u gorged appearance, which will bs
the signal for a room search to see it
uny pillows are missing before the
permitted tj g out of th'.-I.baggage
use.
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BAILEY'S FRIENDS SAY

Spooner Defends Power ofvPrcs

lars Worth of Chicago Property In Few Hours.
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Colorado Elects Guggenheim Welcome From President
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ANARCHISTIC PLOT
DISCOVERED IN MADRID.
Madrid. Jan. 16. The police hare
discovered an anarchistic plot to kill
several prominent persons on Janu
ary 21, the day fixed for the opening
of the parliamentary debate upon the
attempt upon the lives of King Alfonso and Queen Victoria, on the oc
several
casion of their marriage.
months ugo.
AN

SPAIN DECIDES THE
BOUNDARY FOR HONDURAS.
New Orleans, Jan. 15. The Pica
yune says: The dispute which ha
existed several years betwegnli Nicaragua and Honduras as to the
boundary line upon the north ha
been settled.
This question waa left
to the king of Spain as referee, and
he gave Honduras all that wus claimed by President Bonila and more.
.

IS REPORTED AS
DESTROYED BY EARTHQUAKE.
New York. Jan. 16. The Western
Union Is In receipt of advices that
Kingston, Jamaica, had been destroyed by an earthquake, with moHi
loss of life.
The announcement Issued by th
Western-Unio- n
Is as, follows:
Telegraph
The Western Union
company has received advices that
Jacommunication with Kingston,
maica, Is Interrupted, also to the Isthmus via, Jamaica, caused apparently
by an eurthquake, and that later advices are that the land line of communication Is restored to within five
Traffic may lx
miles of Kingston.
accepted at sender's risk, subject to
heavy delay.
It is reported thut Kingston was
with
destroyed by an earthquake,
much loss of life.
KINGSTON

'

'

FLOOD TIDE
ADIAN

OF

PROSPERITY

Ottowa, Jan. 15. The farmers of
Canada have had a splendid year according to figures quoted in a government pamphlet Issued today. The
country's mines have produced metals
and coal us never before and the output of the products of the forest and
of the seu is greater than during aay
previous year. The production of
wheat and other grains has been' the
heaviest In the history of the country.
The wheat crop shows an Increase of
about 30 per cent, for the larger
psrt of which western Canada Is responsible. I.asl year's western wheat
crop was In the neighborhood ot 85
million bushels, while for the present
year it will run to over 90 million
bushels. The report states thut one
of the most satisfactory features of
Canadian trade Is thut of foreign
Itself
business, which is doubling
each year. The export winds up as
follows. "Canada's prosperity Is largely due to the rapid growth of the
western CQuntry. the enrichment of
western farmers by the high prices
for a greater volume of product, and
the rapid filling of the country by
immigration. Its population has been
Increased during the last year by well
over loo. mm immigrants from Great
Britain, the United States und the
continent of Europe. The major portion of these have taken up land in
the west and are now helping to build
a remurkutile country. lealkng with
lumbering and mining the report
states thut the past year has been the
most remarkable In the history of the
country and In Its final statement as
of the
to the financial condjtion
country, says: "The one bank failure, that of the Bank of Oi.'srlo,
was the result of bad management
and not of several conditions. The
scarcity of labor has had some effect on the work of railway extension
but all new works are being pushed
possible
forward with the greatest
speed."
FY'S WORKS FOR
THE I NITER STATES
London. Jan. 15. Sothebys have
completed the sale of the library of
the late !r. Richard C.arnett. keeper
of the printed books in tile British
museum and trustee of the national
portrait gallery. For $15. mm .Mr.
Stevens, an American art curio collector, secured the note books und A
number of original manuscrips of the
.
Mr.
U is staled that
poet
Stevens will present his purchase t
New
of
the Cnhm Mi. I'r.'cerslty
Yark

ill I

I.

Sio-lley-

rACfc

HIE

ALBUQUEnQDE

TWOL

EVENING CITIZEN

rknfcea

Tkt Gtizen
I at

ad Weekly ky

DOly

Publishing Company

ISwUrfrW

for tnwmutw ion through th

and M.eOO were carried to the seaboard over the Canadian Pacific, an
Increase of 2. "00 compared with
the previous year. The supply of
hogs was altogether inadequate
to
meet the demands of the market, nnd
average
price of $7.11 per hundred
an
weight prevailed. The supply of sheep
was much below the requirement.

SO WASHINGTON EFFORTS

TUESBAV. JANUARY IS. IMT.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

TO

VIDE

:

imk;s

Headquarters

SAN

WANTED.
WANTED A carable"glr' 'for general
house work. Inquire 903 Copper
avenue.
WA XTED More shoe repairing
lit
corner of Railroad avenue and
Broadway. P. K. Daniel.
W A NT K I - An
experienced
cook.
Mrs. W. B. Chllders. 107 .North
Twelfth street.
WANTED By Japanese boy as family waiter or housework in private
family. A steady job. Room 2,

For Fine

'

at

JEWELRY

OFFICIAL PAPfR FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN.

PF.HSONAI, PnOPEBTT I.OANS.
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Largest Bill Expended In the
History of the Country
Thus Far.
uwtiington.

few,
unun-JJtat

I).

.

Jan. IS.

river and harbor
or the country

The

hill in the
will
lie

by Chairman
Bur
eommrttee.
sub - committees
l which had been holding sessions
Urinit the holiday recess. The ap- avuprumons made In It will upproxi
nM JSO.000.000.
About three-eight- s
Wie aproprlatioiiR In the bill will
"he Tor cat
expenditures, arid the re
VMsinlim;
will be authorized
mr projects extending out a number
T years, some of which are now un-ttwar. Not for fourteen years has
MKh a big budget been prepared bv
! river and harbors committee. Ten
srmra KCO
was
appro- frtMXHi in rash
and
159.616.404
w
f work was authorized, niak
a total of 172.275.954. Three
went by before another such
lire was passed and then $16.
Sl.8ll was appropriated In cash and
S7S.KS6.S24 was authorized, a total
T
39.6.16. In 1902 the cash an
was $26,777,472 and $3S,- 362C1S0 was authorized.
The total
The bill, which was
In 1S05. carried a total of $35.- SCS.ESS. of which $18,181,875 whs in
maun and $17,184.(57 was authorized.
VJwm the bill shall
be
discussed
M
expected there will be a
-test over the adoption of the
waterway
for the
from hlcmKt to St. Louis, costing
"S3l.SQB.nnn. The members from the
"MixKimflpiA valley will favor the pro- Jart but It looks an If the measure
will not receive recognition at this
osriosu
The prevailing Idea is that
-ay such undertaking as can be fln- wlthin a reasonable time will
-Ire sanction. A member of the
this morning said that it
Ims the policy to finish all the
""""i uupnnani improvements
now
snider way and that steps will be
feafcrn as noon as possible to improve
Kew York harbor. This plan
the enlargement of Ambrose
"tar-r-oe
I from a point Just below the
In a southeasterly direction
the sea. This was originally estimated to cost $6,000.01)0, but a contract was entered Into for $4,000,000.
""The work now In progress Is being
by government dredges. Consld-wvmbconcern has been expressed by
fce army officers, who have the river
harbor improvements in charge.
the enforcement of the eight-how tn government contract work in- their cost. Some have estl- led the increased cost as high as
art to fit per cent. The validity of the
been questioned by the con-an- d
it Is probable that a test
win enter the supreme court in
fcw daya Decisions of the lower
rta have sustained the new law.
officers say that the natural in- is ouiy a small part of that
to the law. There whs never
isreater pressure for river and harbor
than at present and among
new projects that will probably
ram-are a new "Hoo" lock and
Jiannel In the Detroit river
at a cost of $7,000,000. the deepen-mf the harbor at Boston and ex--Improvements of the Delaware
Sflssissjppi rivers.
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C&KABA SOW ENJOYS
UN USUAL PROSPERITY
'Winnipeg. Canada.. Jan. 15. Flg- publixhed today Indicating the
4al prosperity
of western
Uuaada,
vhow
grain
the
that
wmp T the three provinces
ZS1.S20.1I8 bushels, and that
SBU to date
61.7JS.100
bushels of
-ttwwt have been marketed.
There
anre l.SSS lnteriir elevators, and yet
JUhne are insufficient to handle the
crop with the present car sup-1- 1
y jf the railways. The cattle
also Is a very important factor
sw Ibe country's wealth. $4,029,639
met having been paid to ranchers
alone last year, and prices ruling
fairly high, an average of over $4 7
m head for export steers being paid.
Monf 1SS.000 head of cattle were received at the Winnipeg slock yards
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A DAILY LETTERS FROr.1 JAIL TO HIS INVALID WIFE
HAYWOOD,
SKCUKTAKV
fllXITKIl IN TUB MI'K
HA1MJ.
THE WKSTKHN FEDERATION OF LADOIt. WHO IS (STEIN-HNUFJtOF
'RDEIl
Ml
THE
IN
M WITH COMPLICITY
OF IDAHO CAKIUED HF.H IN HIS AHMS IN HF.lt
A
Y
II;
ft
OlTIN;s FOR FKESH Allt.
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THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
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Henver. Jan. 14. There In a chap- She says his honest and They were
to him.
ways
ter lit the life of Win. D. Haywood, marrieddrewandherset out for the rich
of
Federation
leader of the Western
mineral fields of Idaho. At Silver
Miners and accused of accomplice In City, Haywood established a modest
He continued work 6
the anamination of former Oovernor little home.
and prospered
of Idaho, now In Jail t
Idaho, awnltln trial, not
story thin
The
known.
chapter tell places the one nceuwd
and censured an an anarchist In tin;
true llsht of faithful and home loving father and husband.
In a modest little cottajfe in th'n
city patiently nltn an invalid wife,
and two young daughters, awaiting
the time they hope for when hus-t
band and father shall return to jrre-'them. It wan this home Haywood
left the day in February. 1905, when
he was arrested and rushed away
by special train. He bade his
family goodby that eventful morning
and has not seen them since.
Mrs. Haywood has been an Invalid
fcteuenberfr.

Ren-eral- ly

Holm?.

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.

The Name

prospector and miner
moderately.

His ability as a hder of mfn wa
recognized and he was soon at the
labor union.
tiBBfl i.f the minersThen he felt that he needed more
education for the work berore mm
and his wife, better schooled, began
.. louv, him whnt she herself had
learned, when the'blow to her heal'h
came.
Mrs llavwood tells that when the
husband came home from his toll
pnrh lav he attended to the work o
ih home and cared for the then lit
tle tots. This done he would take
hl wife In his powerful arms and
wiii
walk about the mountain-sid- e
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Not only means the Best
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Story About Considerable Objection Pre
sents Itself to His Selecting
These Ancient People
of New Mexico.
His Own Successor.

An Interesting

Per Cent Discount

In the beautiful Tuos valley. In
New Mexico, less than 3.10 miles from

Special Correspondence.
Washington, Jan. 15. Postmaster
Our window display will give you
Denver, and reached from Servllleta, Jeneral Cortelyou's resignation from
a station on the Santa Fe branch of he chairmanship of the republican
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
the Denver & Klo Grande railroad, la ititlonal committee and his designa- dressers will wear, but come in and care
village,
de
Pueblo
Indian
To the ancient
SOl'GHT
HAYWOOD
HOMK Wll KIIK
ion of Col. "Harry S. New as acting
THK MOUNTAIN-SID- E
Taos.
BRIXC,
BACK
hall man was at first looked upon as
HIS WIFE'S HEALTH.
fully inspect the shoes themselves. We
political
The two great buildings one five
but It now
confident that if you are a man who
eight yars. She was thrown from a her. carrying her all the time, fo and the other seven stories high. In- seems as If the Railing might not be as
habited by more than 400 people
mooth as had been planned. Sen
In fresh ulr, hoping thereby that h
horse on her parents' ranch
wants the best money can buy we will
ator Scott of West Virginia, Senator
Nevada when 18 years of age. Sho health might be restored. The wife are considered the most Interesting
speciperfect
ley
most
as
well
as
burn
the
Idaho,
of
and
Untl
other
dully
was
outin
of
assured
spine,
her
but
sustained an injury to the
have your trade.
recovered. After marriage, an a re- through the 'effort of the kind an mens of early Indian architecture. Roosevelt republicans are determined
long,
no
one
how
hat
president
the
Mr.
knows
Inhabited
Cortelyou
and
husband.
sult of this injury, paralysis affected faithful
but certainly more than 500 years, shall at least have a tight on their
After dark. Haywood attended
her lower body. In all these eight
years (die has been unable to stand night school of the community. Tlv they are in a perfect state of preser- hands.
When Col. New received word of
and has lived most of the time In ail routine continued three years unt vation.
The Indians, who have lived at his appointment us acting chairman.
invalid's chair. The comfort of her- the family moved to this city
he
self and daughters Is looked after by 1901, where Haywood came to Taos for generations are simple, quiet he straightway announced that
take the secretaryship of the miners' and peaceful, and In a small way would call no special meeting of the
the miners' federation
tillers of the soil. Aside from short committee, which would leave him to
Mrs. Haywood was born In Steu- - federation.
ontlnue as acting chairman
until
From the Jail cell In Idaho come Journeys Into the neighboring mounhenville, O.. the daughter of Mr. and
ust prior to the next national con
dully letter to his wife. The
i t! a
tains, they never leave the Taos
Mrs. W. H. Minor, members
vention. It is contended by Senators
prominent Methodist families.
Hrr Haywood Is continuing his stud I'
parents moved to Nevada, where thi and among the books he most close
Like all Indian tribes, they are Scott and Heyburn and their adher
that Mr. Cortelyou was without
father still has a large cattle ranch ly peruses are law books and text very .superstitious, believing ,'in all ents
ROOSEVELT
luthorlty to turn the chairmanship
at Wlnnemucca, and in which state books of history and literature. Mrs. kinds of signs and workings of super- over
i
to
his
resignation
until
another
Although taught
he has held important political posi- Haywood will not be able to attend natural powers.
had
by
accepted
been
committee,
Spanthe
the trial of her husband early In tho the Catholic religion by the
tions.
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
YOUTH TO THE
Haywood met Miss Minor when new year, and her daughters must iards and using the Mexican language and even then that It was for the
her father was secretary of state be with her to attend her. So her even more freely than their own, committee and not the retiring chair
EASY TO REACH.
of Nevada and he was a young husband must face court and accu- the priests of whom there are several man to nominate his successor. The
chairman's relations to the commit
are all French.
and struggling mining prospector. sers alone.
RELIEVES PAKJ.
The dances, constitute an Import tee, they Insist, are the name as those
president
of
corporation
to
of
a
the
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
ant feature In all of their worship
nounced is as follows: D. S. Rose, or of prayer to the Almighty Chief. tne board or directors, and no one
CURES
RHEUMATISM.
would
corporation
a
contend
that
K. P. Huckett, Robert Nunnemacher,
Of festival days there are many, the
Special Correspondence.
Julius Frank, Samuel O. Adler, all most Important being the feast of president could retire and designate
CURES I DNEY AILMENTS.
Washington, I). C, Jan. 15. A re
of Milwaukee; W. A. Barber of Wal- Sun Oeronlmo, celebrated on the 30th his successor without consulting the port Is credited In Washington
that
board.
do. Wis.; E. T. Davis and Felix
CURES OIABETES.
of September.
A petition is being circulated by on March 4, next, when secretaries
of Philadelphia, and John A.
In the early morning of St. Jergo
Shaw
to
and
are
out.
Hltchocock
Is
VirScott,
Senator
who
West
the
CURES INDIGESTION.
Indian
Baxter of Tucson.
ome's day, a black-robe- d
Secretary Wilson
the department
There were three changes In the makes a recitation from the top of ginia member of the committee, call of agriculture will ofalso
Is
It
CURES DROPSY.
retire.
ing
special
a
some
meeting
for
time
directorate, due to the retirement of the pueblo to the assembled multl
believed that the president has alin February, "to act on the resignaB. Hill and tude below.
Dr.
Dr.
Earles,
J.
William
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I ........
Cortelyou, and ready decided that his successor will
Itll.i.nul.ni.
In the plaza stands a pine tree tion of Chairman
till 01 mil
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Iui't(,
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business," the other be (Mft'ord Plnch'ot of New York,
transact
other
height,
from
and
in
fifty
pole
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ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
present chief of the bureau of for
The Roswell tent city and
a crossplece at the top dangles a business, being, of course, the selec- estry.
has passed to the hands of SF.RIOISI.V IXJl ltED
CLASS.
Cortelyou's
successor.
tion of
The
gara
sheep,
AT
Beside
CIMAItKON.
the
sheep.
live
J
a new company, officered as follows:
is one
of Roosevelt's
Plnchot
signatures of as many committee
Mrs. Charles Springer met with a land of such fruit and vegetables us
president;
Will
W. A. Johnson,
youths. As full of ginger as a yearpossible
as
will
secured,
members
be
a
with
together
produces,
valley
acthe
distressing
dangerous
and
Frager, vice president; R. H. Kemp. most
but opinion here is that a majority ling colt, with an arm like a wire
Set Santa F Agent for mm
and basket of bread and grain, hangs cannot
ParsoiiB, cldent on last Monday night,
secretary-treosureI..
C.
be gotten and that, therefore,
pole.
suys
Cthe
from
Injured,
was seriously
the
trip
lessee and superintendent.
ritee, good for thirty day.
special meeting will be held. Mr.
The bell in the little adobe chapel no
Mrs. Springer
The change took place on the first imarron News-Presoppose
calling
will
Cortelyou
the
of
go
few
the
Indians
of
a
soundH,
and
spent
the evening at the Chase ranch
of the month, and Dr. Parsons has
After the services are a special meeting, and in this he will
since that time been busily at work and at a late hour started home, in to mass. procession
Is
formed have the support of the president.
at the tent city, where he will re- with her driver, a trusted servant. concluded, a to the race track,
which Their combined Influence, It Is said,
the When, about a mile from the Spring- and marches
side In the future, renovating
The will prevail
grounds and equipment' and prepar- er home the spirited horses became Is a quarter of a mile In length.
is u good deal of speculation
frightened and at a bad place In the runners of whom there are fifty are as There
ing for business In earnest.
to
for the strenuous
road turned the ouggy over, throwing nuked except for a breech cloth, and activitytheof reason
Senator Scott and others
ft
no two alike. Fifty other
painted
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Springer
Mrs.
are
out.
driver
the
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Foundry
and
Machine
Albuquerque
to contest with these arrive in the matter, and the theory is often
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and
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thrown
underneath
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FATE OF
advanced that it is in the interest of
years dragged along on the frozen road and from the pueblo Just across the dlvld the presidential candidacy
of Vice
Frank Buckles, forty-seve- n
II. m. MALL. romr0tr
being stream. Two runners from each
some
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of
old, a hotel
Col. New Is
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dart
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another
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Springs, Colo., and famous
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electing the gover the national committee. An analysis
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Springer,
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until
accident
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however, does not
and fell upon the Instantaneous
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position
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, DnnLla. am, .uentv.lthe """ font her many bruises, and makers are loiioweu uy mimic
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cable,
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men
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with an
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of
the
Some
ferent
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which Is at
started In the opposite direction from temnts to climb the
energetic in trying to checkmate the thusiasm for his profession trees
three years ago.
- iust accomplished, und amid the yell
gone
considerhome.
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She
her
ever
und the presl Plnchot is one of Roosevelt's ideals.
He was one of the first men
distance out of her way before of the onlookers the sheep, fruit und plan of Mr. Cortelyou
to have homesteaded ranch land In able
dent are known to be committed to Roosevelt loves a man who believes
by
ground
was
driver,
to
are
and
who
grain
thrown
found
she
the
the
New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Meals 2ScU.
by
wife
a
us a presi in something. The harder he believes
Arizona. He is survived
off amidst the wildest excite Senator Foraker of Ohio
had escaped serious injury. She was
in it the better Roosevelt likes him.
dential
candidate.
and five children at Itfs Colorado .ifsmsted to her home, with! much carried
120 W. Silver Ave.
F. J. Gross, Prop.
meat and St. Jerome's Is supposed to
borne.
The inspiring motive of the opposi- Ami in Ulfford Plnchot he has a man
difficulty, where it was found she rejoice In this happy conclusion
cares
more
work
his
who
for
be
seem
than
to
the
would
New
to
tion
had sustained many severe bruises. the festival In his honor. Equally in
New ruMMi mill
fact that his selection meets with the for all his money and he has so
I'OH CIMAKKON. She was also badly cut about the teresting ceremonies begin the nigh approval of Mr. Roosevelt. There Is much thut it is a trouble to him.
face. One shoulder was before Christmas
contlnu
and
one of the Industries which will be head and
Plnchot Is a man who would be
now hardly an uttcmpt to deny the
both eyes were through the holiday period.
established In Cimarron immediately badly brulHed, and
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existence of a
recov
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a
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bruised.
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from
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News
mill,
the
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will be a
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GOOD ROADS ARE AN
ASSET OF ANY COUNTRY

Published Dally and Weekly.

tty The Citizen Publishing Company
H.

8. STllK KLli.ll,

President.

Business Manager.

NEW MEXICO'S GROWTH
The mo! remarkable thin that happened

In New

n the tremendous Influx of new
luit year
nettler. The Increase 1st estimated hy some papers to
have been SO.Onn, or a third of the previous population.
Though that may he an overestimate, suppose the Ina no more than fiO.OOO, It still means a most
crease
and progrew
powerful Influence for development
brought Into the territory.
These 50.000 or 90.000 new people are almost without exception English-speakinnatives of the United
states, well educated, possessing some Independent
means, young and ambitious, and having the virtues (
thrift and Industry. They have come from free choice,
to make new homes for themselves and to better then
lot. They bring valuable experience gained among the
adder and more settled environment of the eastern and
central states, and enter with Intelligent zeal upon the
work of building up new communities In the west.
New Mexico has been very widely advertise I
through the statehood agitation, and taking advantage
of the publicity already accorded, the railroads huve engaged in an active campaign for homemakers.
New
Mexico has vast areas of government land ready for the
settler, and the terms have appeared attractive to the
northerners and easterners looking for a new location
and reached through the railroad bureaus.
There has
also been a heavy movement into New Mexico from
by
Texas, so that the I'ecos valley Is strongly Inllu.-iHethla factor in the population.
New Mexico has lain comparatively dormant for
many years, until recently.
There luis been steady,
substantial growth, but nothing spectacular. Now, however, the movement seems to have turned her way, and
before the next census the territory will have added to
her population an Immense body of picked citizens who
with the progressive spirits of the old
lll
regime to build up a powerful, Huh, populous and productive commonwealth. El Paso Herald.
Mexico

g;

INITIATIVE

AND, REFERENDUM

In Massachusetts, two years ago, Mr. Douglass, i
democrat, was elected governor on the Issue of tariff
At the same election Mr. Uoosevelt, a republican, carried the state for president on a platform which
Who could tell from that
declared against revision.
election what the people of Massachusetts thought about
the tariff ?
Government would be more truly representative t
the electors. Irrespective of their choice of parties nnd
men, had a way ot making known their wishes on particular measures. Suppose that in Ohio one party declares In favor of selling the canal and against municipal
ownership of street railways, while the other declare!
against selling the canal and in favor of municipal ownership.
How is a man going to vote who, with one
party, favors keeping the canal, and, with the other,
municipal ownership?
This weakness of our system is sullicient to recommend the principle of direct legislation, which is now
pending in the form of a joint resolution before the Ohio
legislature providing for the initiative and referendum.
The Initiative would enable the people to say what they
want. The referendum would enable them to say what
they do not want. Who can object to that? Possibly
the man who has a personal interest In bad government; certainly not the man w ho has a patriotic Interest
In good government.

JUSTICE WAS FACILITATED

Owen
The drive
mobile club. New Tork to Florida, has aroused considerable Interest In touring In the southland In the winter.
Mr. Owen's destination Is Ormond- - Daytona beach
on the east coast of Florida and the people of that section are intensely Interested In the proposition of good
roads for the Florida east coast.
Considerable road building has been going on In the
neighborhood of Palm Beach and Ormond and Daytona
and the latter places can now boast of several hundred
miles of good roads.
A run can now be taken from Daytona to Orlando
trip.
Then good
and return, making about a
shell roads will be found from Daytona to New Smyrna,
and a good run can be taken from Ormond to the former
place, making a distance of about thirty miles, being a
run trip. The new road from Palm rteach to
round trip, the road being conMiami offers a
structed lost year and will be widened considerably In
the near future. The people of the west coast of Florida
are also very desirous of adding to their good road
mileage and It Is quite possible that the people will welcome the propsed bill which Is to be Introduced In the
state legislature this winter by Representative John D.
Parkinson, of Daytona, who Is secretary of the Florida
Kant Coast Automobile association, and who has done
considerable work In the interest of good roads on the
Florida east coast. The bill will possibly be modeled
after that of the state of Michigan, which causes employment of convict labor on the roads. The prisoners
employed on roads, under intelligent direction and suitable guard, are those other than life sentence and murderers. If the entire prison labor of the state of Florida
could be employed in building roads, It would only be a
short time before the state of Florida could boast of a
line system of roads, over which much driving would be
done each winter by northern visitors.
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CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL MEETINGS
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of the Cleveland Autoby Ilalph H.

W. T. McVHfclUHT,

Albuquerque encampment No. 4, I.
O. F will hold a meeting this
evening.
Golden Rule degree and
lunch. All camp members are urged
to attend, o. 8. Plllsbury, scribe.
O.

There will bo a meeting of St.
John's Guild In the vestry room of
the church tomorrow (Wednesday)
afternoon, at 2:30 o'clock. Important matters to be attended to.
The regular meeting of the Degree of Honor will be held tomorrow
night at 7:80 o'clock In Odd Fellows hall. Installation
of officers.
Refreshments will be served.
The recently elected officers of the
Albuquerque Eagles will be Installed
tonight at their hall, and these feathered birds intend to have a gool
time. Among the proceedings will
be the presentation of a handsome
gold Eagle, badge to the retiring past
worthy president, Henry Westerfeld,
on the reverse side of which Is engraved: "Token of esteem, from Albuquerque Aerie, No. 165." The
Is W. J. Zlrhui.

According to Henry Clews, the New York banker,
recent disclosures before the interstate commerce commission have exerted an unsettling effect upon the stock
market. He says that "Wall street is becoming concerned about the influence of these disclosures upon public
opinion in the United States and upon Investors In
Europe. At home, their effect is decidedly unwhole-Home- ,
since they greatly stimulate the development ot
socialistic tendencies In our politics, and encourage inflammatory attacks upon capital and corporations in general. Abroad, they strengthen the opinion that Amer.-ca- ji
management is unscrupulous und not to be trusted;
and this in spite of the fact that American investments
have proved more profitable to foreign buyers than to
any other class.
Those ho take long distance views
much regret these disclosures, which would be impossible if the abuses did not exist; and it is certain that
t
sooner or later strong efforts will be necessary to
radical and rush legislation."
pre-ven-

Statistics Indicate that more large Industrial com
panies were organized in ttie country in 1906 than In
any year since 190J.
During the year 996 compunle:
with a capital of half a million dollars or more were organized.
Tile total auiouM of capitalization lnvolcd
was 3,li7,715.oyt. iigulnst I ,93.S7n, I no in 1905,
in 1904. tl',4 22.017.000 In 1903. $3.755,981,.
t0 In 1902. and 11.333. 099. 2 .10 in 1901.
When Hit
movement for Industrial combination was on in full foriv
The feature ot
In 1899 the total was 4, 270,000, 000.
the record for 190B which has the most sinister signlii-c-anc- e
is the appearance of a lain,, number of minim;
concerns with an enormous capitalization.
Their share-have been selling readily to an excited populace. It t"
impossible to foivtcll bow touch trouble will come fruni
promises, prob
this mining excitement, but its
and sulrlius
ably much of distress, with broken
to round out the record.
s

The biggest gain In numbers of immigrants last
was from Italy, ltussia. !reece, Turkey and the orient.
It should not Ik- - rashly said (bat this is not cause for
It may be in the places they cam
congratulation.
from.
y ai

Carnegie lias given 17.1", ooo for a building at
Tin
to be used by all the American republics.
announcement did not say bow much the republics will
have to laise to t it.
K'--

tircat lit Mains new ambassador will arrive in tn.e
to see congress in session. If he hurries he will be in
time to see Forakcr ;iliiK an Imitation of an anient
patriot.
With all this pure food, what is going lo become ot
I'rufesHor Wiley's poison siiuads?
No result is given out yet on that Insurance election
Are the returns from Arkansas delayed again?

f
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Rev. Hugh A. Cooper preached

earnest sermon last evening in th-lecture room of the First Presbyterian church on the subject, "Work
j
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WILLIAM MclNTOSH, Preildent

I

SOLOMON LUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager

For the
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ONE MAN POWER IN THE
CONGRESS OF THIS COUNTRY

"Hello, John," suld the court, "I wish you would
come down today."
"The town marshal has sworn out a warrant against
you for beating him up election day. I want to try you.'"
"Can't do it. Judge. I'm too busy."
'I'll have to send a constable after you."
"But 1 am busy huskln' coin and bulldin' a feme
around my east forty. Why don't you try pie now?"
"AH right. Are you guilty ?"
"Yep."
"Five dollars."
"All right Judge. I will send it down by the rur.il
mall carrier. Good-by.- "

FURNITURE

1

Tlv?
That Is Worth the While."
meeting was the first one of an evangelistic series to
continual
be
8 throughout the present week, and
WONDERFUL AND PERMANENT
the attendance proved so gratifying
BOOM IN WESTERN LANDS 8 that the service this evening will be
held In the main auditorium Instead
of the lecture room,as was the one
"Western land has Increased In value during the of last evening. One of the features
past seven years at the greatest rate In history. It Is of the service was the bysinging ot the
Mrs. F. R.
close of a selection
selling now at higher prices than ever in the other Schwentker.
The subject of tonight's
d
In
only
true
is
the
this
'boom' of the 80's. Not
discourse will be, "What the Ulbli
farming lands of the older settled sections of the Says About Heaven."
on the 'high
Mississippi valley, but It is as marked
plains.1 where depression In realty values reached unThe foregoing Is
exampled depths a few years ago."
ANYTHING
from an article in the Uevlew of Reviews for January,
by Charles M. Harper, of Kansas.
Mr. Harger admits that with dry years the high
A Roston man declares
prices will fall, but he does not believe they will ever
a friend,
again fall to the old level; the tide of immigration is who died ten years ago has paid him
too strong for that. The speculator may be disappointed; several visits lately. It's about time
the man who borrows heavily In order to buy at the high to enforce those blue laws.
prices will be closed out as In the past. Rut the specuMaybe Joe Ralley won't have such
lator Is in the minority. Speculation and heavy mort- a hard time In the future In dodging
gaging are not present In the land "boom" of today, as those Standard Oil men who force
they were In the past. Disaster can be borne with hlin to borrow money from them.
greater equanimity.
A Harvard professor woh had alMr. Hargar points out that the new land "boom"
ways been known as a woman-hate- r,
Is a more sensible one than that
Is
of the 80's.
It
has been sued for $20,000 for breach
based on what seems to be permanent conditions
or at or
Now he'll hate 'em,
least such a situation as appeals to the farmer as certain worsepromise.
ever.
than
to continue.
"With farm products bringing 40 per cent
more than five years ago, with rainfall In the west
"I guess you'll appreciate me when
showing year after year of abundance, with seekers for I'm dead!" snapped Smlthers.
new homes knocking at the door, how can farms fail to
"Rut you're not certain." said Mrs.
increase in price?" he asks. "The optimists say the rise Smtheis
soothingly.
"Not certain
in value will go on as rapidly for many years to come, enough to make any experiments."
the more cautious content themselves with the predic
Anyway,
Interstate Commerce
tion that land will not be worth less than now.
The commission'sthehearings
show the dlf-- )
doubter can' get no healing and Is not considered."
ferenoe in results when a system is
In considering the economic effect on the middle worked by E.
H. Harrlman and when
west from this "boom." he declares that It is merely "a It Is worked by Cassle Cradwick.
healthy growth."
Hut when the value of a farm
Vice President Fairbanks has bedoubles In twenty-fou- r
months and is rapidly sold on
the market at the new figure without any increase In gun taking long tramps. Rut he
its production and without added improvements, It looks might as well understand right now
like more than a mere "healthy growth." St. Joseph that the presidency can't be won In
a walk.
News.

d:

"What for?"

17.

15,

regular meeting of Alamo hive
was held this afternoon at Odd
Fellows' hall. Installation of officers
took place and a banquet was served.

A
No.

,

Much has been said and written recently on the improvement in farm conditions by the establishment of
rural mail delivery and rural telephone lines, thus bringing; the farmer and his family Into close Intercourse with
other farmers and families, as well as with the outside
illusworld. An interesting but probably unthought-o- f
tration of the claim recently came from Wisconsin. It
ia said that a Tarrant justice of the peace entertained a
charge against a rural resident who failed to appear for
a hearing. .Straightway the court called up the alleged
offender on the 'phone, and the following dialogue
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"Who owns that handsome
tall
building over there?"
"I don't know. I owned It yesterday, but E. H. Harrlman passed
through the city this morning.
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nJctPJTOSH HARDWARE CO.
NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF

J. D. Eaklo, President.
O. Gioml, Vice President.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Suocessors to

All Goods Are New And
Stylish.
RrlcmmCut

tor R0tof Thla Month

Roy's fine overcoats.
$25 Men's overcoats
$20 Men's suits, good as

$6

made
$14 business suits for
Elegant
fur for

E. M

... $

....$
...
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AH ARAN

"I tell you, all of us in this counSOT W Railroad Ava.
try could learn something from the
ment of the White Mountain ami Anualachl an foreMt re Chinese."
serves before congress, is the most humiliating possible.
"No, not all of us. Some of us are
it passed the senate without opposition; it has been too dumb."
Opera House Roller Rink
unanimously recommended for passage by the house
(Jeorge
Gould declares the car
committee, to which it was referred. In
users are responsible
the shortage
president is strongly in favor of it. So conlident are Its How true it is! And for
how wonderful!
friends that an overwhelming majority of the repre Next week George will discover that JYf-rr'.-;
sentatives are for It. that all they ask Is that it be if nobody were using the cars there
brought to a vole. This session of congress will continue would be rjo shortage.
I
for two full months. And yet, notwithstanding
the
"Humph!" grunted the Pittsburg
favor In which It stands in congress, and the very strong millionaire.
"Can't n man marry
popular support for it outside, there exists a very grave when he likes?"
doubt with those who are upon the ground if it can be
"I suppose so." replied his friends.
brought to vote. The speaker individually has been very That Is. he can If he likes and she
stubbornly opposed to it. The entertuininir of th doubt likes him enough."
is a confession that the individual attitude of the person
iiii- - l'reliniiiiary Step
who holds the position of speaker in a republican conUobt. Lambdln has put his cane
gress is powerful enough to defy the will of the majority aside, und makes his appearance on
tor an indennite period, probably at pleasure. And so the street as spry as a
friends of the measure, who feel that the situation is It Is rumored that Rob is making
urgent because of the work that is going rapidly for- preparations to quit "batching."
Orward In denuding the area comprehended in the bill leans (Ind.) Progress.
of its forest growth, are rushing about getting popular
The girls' basket ball game Thurs
petitions, nominally for the passage of the bill, but day evening at
the Casino promises to
virtually in an effort to bring such pressure to bear as be fast and furious, for both thwill iorce the speaker lo yield his arbitrary nosltion in Las Vegas girls and the university
defiance of the majority. There is nothing else they are confident of success. Roth teams
can do. That ought not to be necessary under our form have shown their ability to play good
of government, and the man who makes It necessary ball and when the game is culled nt Sessions 10 lo 12, 2.30 to S 30 and 7.30 to
m. something will be dohig
ought not to be continued 111 position where he can in- 8:15 p. next
for the
hour.
10 30 P. M.
. . .
. . .
terpose such obstructions. Manclnster. N. H.. Colon
Good
Music
and
no charge for instruction.
you
want good, substantial,
If
CKV0XX(XXX000X)XC0XVOOOC00 home-mad- e
bread, get it from the
New Home Rakery.
5 BENEFICENT EFFECTS WILL
rt

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wa

kaap ararytblng In alaek lo outfit tho
most fastidious bar eomplata

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwest for Joe, ft.
Schlltz, Win, Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayei-- a Cedar Brook, LOuls Hunter, T.J. Mon-arcand other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell ih'i straight article as received by og from tbe best Y Inert es,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
issued to dealers only.
h,
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COME FROM PURE FOOD LAW
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The pure food bill is now in effect, and Americans
may hereafter eat their meals in confidence that they are
not being poisoned.
That will be tilt- result of the new legislation, once
It has got into working order.
Adulteration is prohibited, the use of drugs or other matters for flavoring
will not be permitted, and every manufactured article
must bear upon Its label evidence of its contents. These
provisions will be fulfilled, for the penalty for breaking them is serious. From now on eating will not be
a thing of doubts and fears, for there Is no reason why a
man should not know just what it is that he Is consuming.
The new conditions will be a great change from
that which has prevailed heretofore, and it will cost
manufacturer great hums of money lo create It. They
fought the bill bitterly while il was before congress, and
many of them, no doubt, really believed that its passage would ruin thein. Rut now that It is law they will
live up to It, and in due time will come to be grateful
to the public sentiment that Insisted upon its enactment.
For honesty in business always pays best in the long
run.
Doubtless there will be some trouble in interpreting
A law of such dimensions covering
tile new measure.
so many different things will require considerable attention to adjust il to its necessities. Rut in u (short
time it will he clearly understood ami In working order
Then the people may be sure that their health is being
adequately protected ugalnst the greed of manufacturers
and dealers, and the amount of disease may be
to be appreciably lessened. Chlcugo Journal,
-
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COOK with
Half of it.

Simple,

Cheap,

i

Economical.
The Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phone Red 98
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TOO LATE TO rl.ASSIFV.

WANTED (liii for light housework.
618 South High street.
WANTED liy lady, position as stenographer or general office woi't
Address this office.
FOR RENT Warehouse on track
Apply Consolidated
Liquor Co,
First street and Copper avenue.
FOR SALE A good bi gcow '" i fbe
fresh soon. Inquire of (Jeorge K.
Neher.
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Years the Standard of Piano Constructioo)
Conceded today to be the best ia the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

MTjrIC
WH1TSON
(Established 1882.)

Jf
THEY ALWAYS

V

M

OO.

Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In muslo
from a talking machine to s Grand Piano Sold on our new sasy payment plan.
118 South Second street.
Albuquerque. New Mexico.

GO TOGETHER

I'

a hupy purse and a good, nourishing
OF
SKASOVK
HISINKSS.
M WDII.I,.
loaf of Itullintt'a delicious bread. Our
bread doesn't make your purse suffer.
:
v is It la more economical th;in baking at
i n iioj m: mvi-i.ii D
a it
in:
home, and you get palatable
to
and
AIULTEKA-HON- S wholesome eating
MM'l.E,
WTUIOl'T
without cooking at
V
OF
I'Ol'.M less cost than when you bake yourself,
KIXD.
OM.V A T M I.OY'S.
Try some if our flutter Cream. It Is
a meal for the Oods.
two
diligent
over
After
ptaclice for
months the I'niversity basket bad
PIONEER BAKERY,
girls are in tine trim to play the team
SOUTH FIR a T mTRmmr.
from the Las Vegas high school.
can expect an excellent .exhibition
when they play Thursday evening.
vor aui: i'Kon:rTKi iiiom
U.MlItAM'H AMI
COME TO MV SALE. VOl'I.L III.' ALL l'llAlll,
t.l.AD IF VOF o, ,VI SORRY 11 IMItlSlTION IX Kl'YIMi TKAS II'
YOU
VACKAGFS
laiU'HASK
YOl' DOVT. SI. SIANRIXL.
OF
IIKAIUXU TIIK TUAIK-MAKPatronize the "New Home"
tiiAsi: & KAMionx. i"orxi
21S West Kuilroad avenue.
OXI.Y AT MAI.OVS.
A

iisnjn

white

oi

FIRST.

Wll.l, MAKE

-

HEAT with the
Whole of it

-

8

li

-

A GIOMI,

WMOUmmALK OKALCRB IN

2.75
$11.50

$12.50
8.75
1.75

Cnas. Melinl, ftocretar?

O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

M.

si:iithk

K

F-- PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh

Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUIT8 AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street.
Both phonei.

04040004

0s creo

The St. Elmo

JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'.

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

0tiOO00OOO

Finest Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.
3

AlHRLtt A NO I
CLUB ROOMS B
MOAOISMQHIIQIMI

Tl

JAMAIIY

MfcPftY,

kLBUQTTERQUE

100?.

15,

--

EVENING CITIZEN,

La Tljera; precinct 2$, Snn Antonio.
It Is stated that contests will ,e
the outcome of the election held yesterday in several rounty precincts.

PAGE IIVE.
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ATTRACTIVE CITY AND COUN

YOUNG WOmAN

DRY FARM

TY PRECINCT

MURRAY

A

SUICIDE

FLECTIONS

FROM THE EARTH

THEIR

Convention Appointed - Sev- Miss Bertie Hanson of East Craig and McClellan Elected
Las Vegas Dies Under Sus- - Justices In City-Sm- ith
and
eral New Companies File
plclous
Garcia
Constables.
Papers.
Incorporation
Circumstances.
A peculiar case of what has the
appointed
The following have
Is renotaries public by Oovernor Huge'-man- : appearance of
ported from East Las Vegas th's
W. P. Wade anil OeorKe W. Wilson, morning. The victim was Miss Herti
Hanson, a widely known and highly
both of Fabian, Roosevelt county.
esteemed young lady, who had been
Increase In Pension.
Delegate to Congflress W. H. An- employed for several months lo the
drews has Introduced a bill to secure jewelry store of J. Taupert.
Yesterday morning Miss Hans m
an Increase In pensions for Jose Itac
y Sals and Ellas Jose Haca, residents was found dead In her bed at tli
of New Mexico.
home of tyrs. Peter J. Murphy. 1j
Session of Itonrd of Initialization.
Fourth street. Reside her on a tab'.o
meeting were found two boxes, one empty and
The regular
headwas the other full of
of the board of equalization
clled to order yesterday forenoon, a ache powders, and on the dresser in
quorum being present.
The boarJ the room a partially emptied bottle
transacted no business, but adjourned of carbolic acid.
An air of mystery Is added to the
until 2 o'clock In the afternoon, tit
which time It reassembled.
The fol- case from the fact that Miss Hanson
lowing were present: J. S. Duncan, hod manifested an unusually llvel
o
disposition on Sunday evening, at
San Miguel county, president;
Jaramillo, Hlo Arriba county, which time she had dined with a
secretary; Robert I. Krveln, Union party of friends. No suspicion whatcounty; .?. A. Mahoney, Luna county; ever of a delre on her part to end
Alejandro Sandoval, Sandoval county. her life existed in the minds of her
IK'lcgaUw to ry 1 arming Convention. acquaintances and the
surprise of
Governor Hagerman has appointed Mrs. Murphy when she failed to refollowing
delegates to the trait
spond to a call In the morning wits
the
Missouri dry farming convention, of the most genuine character.
An
'it
convenes
January
in Denver
which
entrance to the apnrtmcnt was speedto 25: Luther M. Foster, president ily effected through the window of
of the College of Agriculture and Me- Miss Hanson's room, which opened
chanic Arts at Mesllla Park; Prof. J. on the ground, and the dead body jf
D. Tlnsley, of the same institution:
the young woman was found upon
Solomon Luna, of Albuquerque; John her bed, head down and clothed in :i
J. Zimmerman, of Las Vegas; I. F. wrapper. The coroner and physician
Osborne,, of Carlsbad; N. S. Belden, of who were immediately
summcnU
Ias Vegas; R. L. Patterson, of
discovered about the body all the conJ. C. Carrera, of Las Cruces; dition! Indicating that the death had
R. C. Reld, of Roswell: W. H. Ollltvi-wate- r, resulted from poison and an autopsy
A.
W. over the remains was held today.
of Albuquerque;
Thompson, of Clayton.
Among the effects of Miss Hanson
Articles of Inroioriitioii.
were found letters addressed to Miss
The following articles of IncorporaJessie McSchooler, which also contion have been filed In the office of tained a key to her money box; anTerritorial Secretary J. W. Reynolds: other to Miss Minnie Gehripg.
if
Flnlay-Pra- tt
Hardware Co., Prin- Springer, and a third
to
Georgo
cipal place of business at Carlsbad, Bryan, a Santa Fe conductor.
to
Kddy county.
Territorial agent. A. whom Miss Hanson is reported to
N. Pratt, at Carlsbad. Capital stock, have been
engaged.
The latter
$15,000,
divided into one hundred called tit the house soon after receivpar
value of ing the news of her deuth and th-and fifty shares of the
$100 each. Object, conducting harj-war- e letter was given to him. His claim
Duration,
year1'. now is thut the letter is lost, but that
fifty
business.
Incorporators, W. A. Flnlay, A. N. It contained nothing of importance
Pratt and W. K. Smith, all of Carls- beyond a request that he would ca'.l
bad.
at the house at a certain time.
PrinciTyrone Copper company.
Miss Hanson is reported to haw:
pal place of business at Tyrone, Oranl been the victim of severe headaches,
county. Territorial agent, Thomas S. for the relief of which she was In the
Capital stock. habit of using
Parker, at Tyrone.
powders,
$3,000,000
divided Into three hun but the presence of the partlal'y
dred thousand shares of the par value emptied bottle of carbolic add ree of $10 each. Object, general mining mains unexplained.
Inh.business. Duration,' fifty Years.
corporators, Frank Squlerand Arthur
J. Raldwln, of New York city, and
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Thomas S. Parker, of Tyrone..
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ELECTION

"QUIET"

(illtn.K

.MANl'KL
N.
ALLKfiKD
TO HAVK ASS.ri,TKI) 1RIC!-KltK'I CIIAVKZ WITH
lUil'NT OIMKCT.
O

would
The election of yesterday
have gone down In history as officially "quiet" but for Manuel N. Ourule
who Is said to have assaulted Freder-Ic- o
F. Chavez with some blunt Instrument in precinct No. 5 yesterday afternoon about three o'clock,
and Celso Vigil, who was arrested
fur disturbing the peace.
Gurule was arrested by Deputy
Sheriff Pablo Lujan anil lodged In
county
jail. Tills
the Bernalillo
morning he was arraigned before
Justice Miguel Chavez of precinct
No. 13 and gave bond In the sum of
$100. The case will be tried before
Justice Chavez at 3 o'clock this afternoon in his office at the nernallllo
county court house.
Gurule has engaged Dolores Quln-tan- a
to defend him. The alleged assault occurred near the voting place
in precinct No. 6, which was located
at the home of Thomas A. Gurule
According to
on the Barelas road.
Deputy Sheriff Lujan who made the
arrest, there was no provocation for
it. Gurule is said to have thrown a
missle at Chavez which struck him In
the buck of the head.
Celso Vigil got into a row with
another man over politics and he was
arrested yesterday. The case is being
tried In Justice Chavez' court this
afternoon.
HOTEL

MAN

WANTS

GUEST WHO

e,

do-fe-

coun-cilme-

COUNTY

n.

PRECINCTS

3 '.
The following quotations were rePrecinct I Sun Jose.
ceived by F. Graf & Co., brokers
party carried
this
people's
The
over their own private wires from
by about 37 votes. Garino
New York, room 37, Barnett Build- precinct
Anuyik was elected Justice of tlv
ing:
peace.
Precinct It Alameda. .
New York Mocks.
Montoya was elected,
Romuldo
May Wheat
Tfii
peace without opposijustice
of
the
May Corn
43
tion.
May Cotton
961
IVeelnet I Itunclios de Albuquerque.
Amn Sugar
133
Pedro Romero was elected Justice
Amal Copper
IIS3 of the peace over the republican canA mm Smelters
151
didate by a small majority.
4 4
Amn Car Foundry
Precinct .1 JWirelii.
107
Atchison Com
The people's party candidate for
283
Anaconda
B. & 0
Justice of the peace. Toman A. Gurul",
119
wus elected by about six votes over
II. It. T
Mi
his opponent, Adolfo Chaves.
1S1
Can. Pac
Chaves defeated Romulo
56
Colo Fuel
for constable by five votes. It
C. G. W. Com
17
is stated that deputy sheriffs intimi4 2
Krie Com
dated many republican voters, preL. & S
143
venting them from voting, und even
89
Mo. Pac
arrests of those who protested.
Mex. Central
254 made
These, officers practiced
the same
73
Nat Lead
methods they did In the disgraceful
,
(.(
N.
school trustee election in that pre90
Norfolk
cinct some time ago. It is understood
46
O. &-- W
that the republicans intend to
Ptnn.-136 'A
contest the election of the people's
135
Reading Com
R. I. Com
2Sk parly candidates.
Pndillus.
Precinct
D0Vs
Colon Pacific
The people's party candidates hid
95
Southern Pacific
no opposition.
155
Si. Paul
Precinct 7 San Antonio.
3194
Southern Ry
No returns received from this preV. S. H. Com
49
cinct up to 4 o'clock this afternoon.
106
Pfd
Precinct 8 lxs t.rlcgos.
159
Northern Pac
Gregorio Garcia, the republican
191
C. & N. W
candidate for Justice of the peace,
31
Greene Con
was defeated by four votes by Pedr-6
Santa Fe Cop
Grlego.
181
C. & A
Precinct 9 RancliiM lie Atrlsco.
Old Dominion
57'i
The republican candidates, Salva96
Cop Range
dor Armijo, for Justice of the
117
North Butte
and Juan Pablo Sabedra, for con22
Shannoi
stable, were elected over their people's party opponents by about six
votes. The election was a very close
Kansas City Live stock.
cy
Kansas City, Jan. 15. Cattle re- one and the republicans kept un any
ceipts 12.000, Including 400 south- on the ballot box to prevent
It Is stated that one of
erns. Market steady. Native steers "stulling."
$4 .iiiifi 6.75; southern steers $3.25W the judges of election hi this precinct
5.25; southern cows $2.00 3.75 ; na- wanted to adjourn gocounting the balhome, milk hW
lots so he could
tive cows and heifers $2.20 fit 5.00; cow.
feed his horses and cat supper.
feeders $2.75ift 4.75;
and
stockers
The republicans protested, and th".
bulls $3.00'i4.50; calves $3.50 7.75; count
revealed the fact that they ha
western fed steers $3.75 fi 5. 75 ; west- won the
election.
ern fed cows $2.50 4.25.
Precinct in Kseolionu.
Sheep receipts 6,000, steady. MutWold comes from this precinct
tons 4. 75415.75; lambs $6.7 5 7.50 that
election wus held, the Judges
range v ethers $5. Oil 'it 6 6" fed ewes givingno the
excuse that they had not
$4.1X1 ii 5.35.
received the ballot box or poll
honks.
Chicago livestock.
Precinct II Pajaiilo.
l.Mni.
15. Cattle
Chicago. Jan.
Manuel Antonio Pena, republican,
H7.20;
Market steady. Beeves $4.10
was elected Justice of the peace over
stockcows and heifers $1.60
Clofas Sanchez, people's party candiers ami feeders $2. 50 i 4.60; Texans date, by 46 votes.
$3.75ff4.50; westerners $6.0018.25.
Precinct 13 Old Albuquerque.
14,000.
Market
Sheep receipts
Jose Miguel Chaves was
5
2
$
5.
3.60 i
strong.
lambs Justice of tho peace without opposiSheep
$4 60 ' 7.80.
Carlos Cervantes was elected
tion.
Six frlenus are reported
contstable.
to have voted for Jose Andres Gurule
Produce Market.
Chicago, Jan.
15.
Wheat. May for Justice of the peace, and five
July "57; corn, May 43 7, voters who did not like Cervantei
east their votes for Juan B. Salaz-- r
July i3
oats. May
July 337; pork, May $16.65. July for constable.
Precinct SH Atrlx-o- .
$16.80; lard, May $9.55, July $9.(,
Jose T. lleriera, republican, defeatribs, may $9.22. July $.32'x.
ed Desldeiio Carabajal for Justice of
the peace by 16 votes.
Money Market.
t
a I (iiilili.
Money on call
New York. Jan. 15.
No election was held in this presteady
prime
mercantile cinct, on account of no poll books or
paper 6 0i 6 .
ballot box being received, so say reports which reached this city this aft.
Metal Market.
ernoon.
New York, Jan. 15. Lead steady,
Preeinct 3.V Los Huranos.
unchanged. Copper firm, unchanged.
Antonio Jost- Garcia, people' parly
candidate, was elected justice of the
Silver 8'4.
peace without opposition.
No reports received up to 4 o'clock
St. I on Is Wool Market.
St. Louis, Jan. 15. Wool steady, this afternoon from the following:
Precinct 14, San Ignaclo; precinct
unchanged.
'

DAY WAS

NOT OFFICIALLY

As predicted til the columns of The
Kvenlng Citizen yesterday afternoon,
George It. Craig and William W. M
Clellan were elected Justices of the
peace of the two city precincts.
In precinct 12 there were 507 votej
cast for Justice of the pence and 4:l
for constable.
McClellan received
281 and A. J. Crawford 226, a majority of 55 votes for McClellan. Garcia,
for constable, received 262 and Burgess 237, a majority of 25 votes for
Gorcla. McClellan was the Independent citizens' candidate, while Crawford, who had always heretofore
been a
pronounced
republican,
switched this time to the people'.!
leTrty, and In consequence a big fight
all day long was made against him,
with the result that he was defeated,
while his running-matFrank Garcia, for constable, was elected. Mr.
Crawford
has been justice of the
peace of precinct 13 and police
magistrate for twelve years, ond has
made a very acceptable precinct officer. His friends regret that he
his party, anil point to this
fact as the prime reason for his
Mr. McClellan has been after
this olllce for the past few years, and
he showed grit in his determination
to win, which event came about In
a very handsome majority yesterday
after a very close election.
In precinct 26 there was no doubt
whatever as to the winning qualities
of the republican candidates Georg-R. Craig for Justice of the peace and
J. H. Smith for constable.
R. L.
Wootton and Frank Fraccaroli, people's party candidates, were their opponents, respectively. Craig received
554 votes to 118 for Wootton, a majority for Craig of 36 votes. Smith
received 507 votes and Fracarroll
34 i.
158; Smith's majority,
I tot h
of these republican candidates
have mude excellent precinct ofilcers,
and the voters of that precinct
showed positively yesterday by their
votes that they were satisfied wl'.n
tho ollicial acts of Messrs. Craig mil
Smith.
At the next meeting of the city
council, which will be held Monday,
Jan. 21, a new police magistrate wl'l
be appointed, and a selection will
have to be made between Messrs. McBoth gentlemen
Clellan and Craig.
have friends and they are out today
buttonholing the mayor and
asking that their favorite bo
appointed.

DIDN'T PAY

Vfe

Peter Guillon. one of the proprie
tors of the Savoy hotel, would like to
see a young man who registered at the
Savoy last Wednesday as G. Roberts
San Antonio, Texas., paid for his first
night's lodging, tarried ten nigh
longer and then departed without so
much as a "thank you." All the bag
gage the man had, Guillon declares.
was a tooth brush, and he even took
that along with hini. not leaving so
much as a keepsake.
Roberts Is described as being
smooth shaven, tall and dark.
and is
Ho bus n eood appearance
about 26 years old.
registered
Ijtst Wednesday Roberts
t the hotel, Guillon said this morn
ing, and paid in advance. The next
day he told Guillon lie would pro"
ably be there several days longer, us
his father, who is a miring expert,
would send him money to pay the bill
n, its staved until lust Sunday.
when he remained in his room until Z
o'clock In the ufternoon, and while
there was no one in the hotel otUce
he stalked away. That is the last Mr.
Guillon bus seen of him. The proprietor Is trying to figure out how
Itolx-rtnot out of town without
money; that is, if he has left Albu
querque.
d,

ll

,

RING
TIIK 11" HIK IMIS
AIJ-:-.
IT WILL RKQlIRi:
AIKII'T HALF TIIK ISl'AI.
V.

M. M

nii:i.l.
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CLoatft.

ALBERT FABER'S
.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Building

1

12.-00-

v

it

fi

REPORT

"

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.

v;--.

w1- -;

THE CONDITION

OF,1

OK

:

At the close of business January 7, 1907

liKSOURClLS
Loans and lUscounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Heal Estate

1

'ash

Hue from other Flanks

1,005,430.28
6,036.95
13,421.97
117.469.26
367,605.83

$1,508,963.79

r,IAI5ILITIEK
t'apltifl 1'u.id Up
Surplus and Fronts
Deposits

$
,

150,000.00
59,044.21
1,299,919.68

$1,508,963.79

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo as:
I. V. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER,
V. P. & Cash.

.Subscrid and sworn to before me this 8th day of

January, ..

D. 1907.
R. M. MERRITT,

N

Notary Public.

0.

II

You Want

Something (iood lo Eat

((131

IHKKCTOKS.
' '

J.

SOLOMON
C. RA LDRI

LUNA,

DtjE,

W. J. JOHNSON.

STAPLE & FANCY
ERIES.
MEATS,

and SALT

FRESH

POULTRY,

ETC

Specialty.
Prompt delivery to all parts
ol the city.
LOMM0RI&

Convenience - Comfort - Security

. .

Th

telephone

make

tho

lighter, tho cares
and tho worries fewer.

less,

duties

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Tho telephone preserves) yeeji
health, prolong your life and
protecte your homo.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

MATTEUCCI

Crockery
Souvenir
views or

REiUIOVAL

French Bakery

. .

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

;

37i,

GROC-

Best Lucca Olive Oil a

To 202 East Railroad Ave.

;

!;

MARKET

complete line oi

j

'.

The

We occupy two lat gc
store rooms with a

i

;

Go T

CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT

1

WITIIOIT MOt OWING.

t

Ur-lia-

C'!1

I

go-en- rt

jMj

150.-N8-

(!

;. ROItKRTS TAItltlKS AT S.WO
DAYS
AMI DKI'ARTS.
TKN

go-ca- rt

BIG

UN-Ki-

Go-Ca- rt

Here In a folding
with
more strong and practical points
on the market.
than any
to
Kvery feature was designed
meet the particular requirements
of mothers for tho health and
comfort of their children. Among
the most attractive features of
rt
are
the Fulton folding
Its pretty and
the following:
graceful lines, Its beautiful piano
finish, the flexible swinging seat
which prevents all Jolt or Jar to
the baby, the back of the leather
seat ran be Instantly changed
from a sitting to a reclining position, making a most comfortable
resting place for a sleeping' child.
It being so shaped as to perfectly
fit the body of any child. It can
be folded in five seconds time so
It will fit a trunk, go In a suit
case or can be carried in the
hand. See them nt

OF NEW MEXICO

AND MACK
AND

The Fulton Folding

AND PROSPERITY

Fight thousand immigrants, farmers from the crowded eastern and
central states, have settled In New
NKAV
SHOW WILL UK. AT Till: Mexico during the past twelve months.
I know of nothing that more vividly
1.1. KS' OPKIIA IIOl Si:
I DAY NIGHT.
illustrates the growth of tho territory during the year 1906 than this
The following from the Wheeling, great inlluex of homcseekers.
W. V.. Sunday morning Register. DeAnd that these farmers have come
cember ISth, Is the verdict of all ci- to stay is made manifest In the homes
ties visited:
they have esabllshed.
They had
"Murray and Mack are old time taken up government land to cultifavorites here, hence there were two vate It. The entries at the I'nlted
very large amUence at the Court States land offices show that 1,115, 575
theatre yesterday afternoon and eve- acres of homestead lands were file !
ning to witness their musical whirl upon during the year, and that
5
entitled 'Around the Town.'
acres of desert land claims were
"The piece abounds with catchy purchased by the settlers.
music, blight lines and is well staged
The work of converting these raw
and equally as well costumed. The lands from desert wastes Into beauhave not reserved the cen- tiful and productive farms Is already
ter of the stiifc-- " for thomselves(, but In progress. Great tracts of alfalfa
have surroundea themselves with a have been sown, and In many localities orchards and truck gardens
planted.
With the Influx of settlers new Irrigation projects have been started,
and more are bound to follow.
The
great Hondo reservoir near Roswell
wns completed a few months ago, ani
the Hondo liver Is now pouring Its
waters Into the basin to be utilized
0
in the coming spring to Irrigate
acres of alluvia) soil.
Tho government work on tho Carslbad project In F.ddy county Is being pushed
it
;1 rapidly, and work on the Klepliant
1
v
t w
Butte Irrigation scheme In Dona Aim
county will soon be started.
The
Irrigation works will furnish
v
i Carlsbad
water Tor 25,000 acres of land, while
.
,
v
Klepliant Butte project will ultii' '1' the
mately Irrigate 180,000 acres. Smaller
; - J irrigation projects are being constructed in all sections of the terri.'..1...nil
4 . .s-tory, especially in the extreme north& 4
west. In San Juan county, where the
'
I'v, , Las Anlinas and San Juan rivers are
fry
J to
v..
' w
be utilized to convert desert tracts
Into productive farms.
But not only in tnls agricultural inprodustry has New Mexico
Gladys Varo, Willi Murray & Muck. gress. Its eoul fields andmade
its great
company of clever players who ably lumber Industry have shown great
assist them to hand over the fun growth during the twelve months Just
passed.
The coal fields consist of
which comes thick and fast.
"Miss Gladys Van Is a captivating one million acres, and within these
songs fields are eight billion tons of coil.
soubrette who sings bright
while she Is ably assisted by Miss During the past year the Dawson Fuel
company has opened three new mints,
Gertrude Rut ledge.
For 1906 the
" Mr. Gus Plxley. of tho Babes In all great producers.
To) land fame, made an excellent foil production of coal by New Mexico's
was 17.794.22S tons, an Increase
for the stars, and their lines at all mines
17 per cent over the previous year.
times throughout the piece were a of
mine this coal 2,354 men were em'scream.' Bobby Harrington was an- To
ployed. Twice this number will be
other who further enchained the needed
within the next year to work
brightness of the piece.
mines and to aid In the construc"The piece of course offers little the
railway
lines, now building to
of
plot.
It Is the manner In which the tion
great
beds.
the
coal
good
galaxy of
players handle their
respective parts that makes 'Around ' It Is difficult to realize the extent
Industry, unthe Town' just about as Interesting ' of New Mexico's lumber
thorough study of
and entertaining as one would find In less one make a great
forestry reterritory's
a whole season of musical attrac- tho
sources. During the year the Amertions.
company cut more than
"That Messrs. Murray ami Mack ican Lumber
million feet. It la safe to estiare on the the right and prosperous fifty
that the total cut by all the lumroad to success is evidenced by the mate
ber companies operating in the terrilavish manner in which they mount tory will exceed one hundred
their own productions regardless of feet. The government estimatesmillion
that
expense and by engaging the best there are twenty billion feet of lumtalent that the theatrical market af- ber upon Its forest reserves.
fords to bring about tne sicrcss of
Railroad construction in New Mex-Ic- o
their efforts."
has given employment to a vast
army of men during the past year
Ol.l.li: MACK ALL
The Santa Fe system alone spent
RIGHT AGAIN. 1 10,975,000 in repairing and rebuild
A few days ago Ollle Mack, of the ing its lines, and In the construction
Other
Murray & Mack Theatrical com patty, of its famous Bclen cut-of- f.
was taken suddenly 111
at Denver companies Invested large sums of
with some affliction or the eye, and It money, bringing the total expenditure
was feared that his stage days were for railroad construction up to
over.
However, he has rounded out
According to an accurate estimate
all right. The following dispatch is!
made by the territorial traveling audi"Pueblo. Colo., Jan. 15. O. A. tor the assessed valuation of all propMatson, Manager Opera House, Albu- erty in New Mexico for the year Just
I am
querque:
back In harness closed is $43,242,746.31. a gain of $3
Notify 547.340 38 over the previous year.
Play here tonight.
again.
H. J. HAGERMAN.
your papers.
Governor of New Mexico.
"ULLIK MACK."
.
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ADVANCEMENT

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial Club
HouseholdGoods of Every Description

& Co,
iCK Borradaile
H7 W. Gold Ave.

Reynolds' New Building

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

The Matthew Dairy Co.
Start the
Messrs.

New Year

With

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 622 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all dru
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; you
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your homo
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK. U. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

a Greeting to ill,

Jones and McFall, experienced men Just from the Bell Vernon

Co. Dairy, of Los Angeles, will have the business In charge. This
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
One trial
Yours for 1907,
anil you are our customer.
THE MATTIIKW OAIUV CO.
JONES and McFALL, Proprietors.
THOMPSON.

Farms

Have Your Hand

Read

by

Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Pri-clnc-

314;

-

DEALER

13 ALDRID GE
J.IN C.NATIVE
ANO CHICAGO LUMBER

SHERjiAN WILLIAMS
PAINT Cover more, loon best, wears tbe
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILHiNu PAPER Always la stock, plaster, Lime, Cement. Pamt,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEX.

Mme. Le Normand
Has Arrived, Will Remain a Short Time Only
Tells the past present and future. Reunites separated, tells how
to gain the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succeed In business, speculations, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.
ItKAIHMJ, 23 ANI fvO f'KNTS AXI U
ItOOM 33 GIIVNU CKNTllAL 1IOTKU

ALBDQUERQQE

rAc.c six.

EVENING CITIZEN.

TI'KSDAV. JAM

oesK. a search showed that a new
steel ami Iron. One of those modern
device which the Alabama senator HE WORKS FOR I10THdegradations of architecture Is going
y
Has to enable him to hear the pro
tip on Lawrence-PountnrHill, the
ceedlngs
of the senate was the causae
double gateway to which was an obor
the disturbance.
ject of great architectural intcren.
The senator's
ear
equipment resembles the head
FOR
THE
The bill was within the area of the
gear worn by the telephone girls, and
great tire, und probably the only relic
remaining of the buildings that
connected with a small storage
tmttery which fastens under the coat.
It before that date is to be
PUBLIC
In
laying the apparatus away In his
In
found
the cellar of the house wll'i
desk Senator Pettus placed the ear
the carved gateway, where traces nr;
piece and the battety In contact, and
to be seen of the arches of the crynt
tne result was the buzzing sound.
of the famous Manor of the Hose. Til"
i.KK in uniifim.
gateway was an early example of the
ihi; pro- IIMV I.IKK IN TIIK
taste of the "pillar and post" period
PLK'S LOIlltV AT WASHINGTON,
PIIILIITIVLN NOT GOOD
of Kngllsh architecture.
In
M IF. HIS Plt.K AND
latr
IS NOW
I'uium. Minn.: In a letter to a
days this style was marked by an exDOINIJ TIIK IlKST UK KNOWS
Mend In West Huluth, Frank Wilson,
revival, Tennessee
traordinary pscudoc lassie
Judge Says It who Is In the fulled States marine
Fortune. Is the Curious Story when the manufacture of temples beFOIC
HOW
TIIK
UKXKIlAIi
service In the Philippines, states thit
came u new industry. Another relic
fiOOIi.
Be
Shall
Punished
In
Developed
the condition of the soldiers there
the
greatly missed Is the doorway of
lutrd.
Already, he says, there have
Whlttlngton House, on College Hill,
Very
Severely.
English Courts.
been more than 300 desertions and Special Correspondeni
which served to preserve the memoiy
many
that
are leaving the servlc"
Washington,
,
D. c.,
of the famous lord mayor of Ixindnn.
very day.
There Is in Washington and It Is unThe name of the hill Is all that sur
He
claims that the
doubtedly the most unique spectacle
vives of the college he founded there. UNION PACIFIC STILL
officers have been abusing tho the capital affords a man who Is
SKYSCRAPERSDESTROY
The Itrower Hall, not fur fru'n
men
In
a
manner,
compellshameful
working without salary for nobody
Cheapsldc. was another great hii'l
ing them to do all kinds of unneces- but the general
which was swept away by the grot
public. He pays his
sary
HOLDS
dirty
ATCHISON
STOCK
work,
and
they
LAND
taka
that
MARKS fire. It was rebuilt with a fine gate
HISTORIC
6fn expenses and Is planning to
every
reto
pluee
opportunity
the
way opening onto Addle street, which
hold down the Job Indefinitely.
cruits In difficult positions. which
also has been marked for destruction
This unique Individual Is Lee S.
often
causes
arrest.
their
t.reat Ormond street, which once had
Ilurnhelm, assistant secretary of the
Mr.
years
a
Wilson
Lobbyists
few
ExDuluth
Be
left
Are
to
Strictly
People's Lobby. This organization re
Another American Heiress Has houses of a dignified domestic charuo.
ago for the west and shortly after- cently
ter. with tine porticos and ornamen
opened its headquarters In
Legiscluded
From
Illinois
ward
enlisted
and
in
the
marine
force
English
gateways,
Peerage
being
tul
Joined the
is rapidly
trans
Washington, and is now at work. It
was
U
Philippines.
In
stationed
the
hospitals
formed into a street of
and
lative House.
(he treatment which the men have
With Her Money.
Institutions, and to old residents has
been subjected to by the
lost Its Identity entirely. Here Iord
officers were abolished
Chancellor Thurlow, the Karl of
Chattanooga, Tetin.: Ten dollars I
Ily Willliiiu True Hawthorn.
he would thoroughly enjoy a solHardwlehe, and other great flgun s what
M. Parks for the ptiv-lieg- e dier's life.
It
cost
J.
Several deaths have ocI.oniloii. Jan. IS. Illval claims me in Kngllsh history lived.
of "cussing" on a street car.
curred during the period he has been
being made to the million left by the
aucity
county
Both
the
and
the
lute Jumes I'oole WujrstalT, whose
There are manw more doorways if thorities have been vigorously prose- out there, and he suys that fevers a refuging among the Americans.
widow Is now awaiting trail on her Interest still to be seen In central cuting
users of obnoxious profanThe lnte:t London, but they will not long sur ity, as the
confession of bigamy.
in
cuses
defendants
such
ATLANTA WILL t'SH HIGH
haw
Is
h'i vlve uhe destructive advance of th learned to their cost.
claimant
John WaKstaff.
MCKNSK AGAINST MVKS
under th.: modern builder.
claims to be
A
of cases of the kind have
Atlanta: The city council of Atwill of the dead millionaire, who is
tiddly enough, a street which until comenumber
up
the city court within the lanta has embarked upon high licence
described as residing at Manor Par, now has been spared the general fat past thirtyin days,
und In each Instanco for the saloon with a whoop. It will
J'utton. tlranden Lodge. London Re- Is given to architects' offices to the the guilty
one has been given u heavy take $2,000 a year hereafter to purform Club, and other addresses. Wag-sta- very men who have decreed the deg- line.
chase the right to sell whisky In that
died in September, 19(13. leaving radation of the adjoining district. This
"I am going to break up this busi- city. The object of the action was t
all he possessed to "my dear wife," is Queen Anne's (late. The buildings ness
of using profanity In street car', rid the city of the negro dives and
Dorothy Josephine Wagstaff. Afte.-sh- date back to the reign from which th or any
place, for that matter. low groggerles in the outskirts of the
had been in undisputed posses- street takes Its name. The doorways In front other
sion of the fortune for nearly three and porticos In Queen Anne's Gate Cummlngs.of ladles," declared Judfcv city where the greatest disorders occur.
yeurs a suit was entered by the eldest befit the architectural style of th
In fining Parks, he said:
"I urn
son of a cousin of the dead man, wlv houses, and recall the time when the letting
you off mighty light this tlmo,
claimed the estate on the ground that street was the home of statesmen Ilk but
I'll give you n stiff fine If you RANGE CATTLE DAY
LEK S. BURXHKIM.
the beneficiary under the will was Inrl Grey and Iord North and "f should
be brought before this court
neither the wife nor the widow of the beauties like Peg Wofflngton.
has alreudy
done several
things,
nguin."
testator, and therefore could not be
though it has made no public anIN
PASSED
WEST
person
the
Intended to enjoy the forWhile King Kilward Is having great
nouncement of them.
tune.. The revelations In the suit s sport in the game preserves of th I'MOX PACIFIC lll NOT
The story of Lee Rurnhelm Is short
ATCHISON HOLDINGS.
SKLL
ITS
preyed upon the mind of Mrs. Was-staDuke of Devenshlre, his royal con
and different. He hails from LouisNew
days
York:
it
For
several
refined-looSTOCK
IWX'OMK
dually
KAISIKS
k
.MIST
a
that
she.
sort. Queen Alexandra, is making
ville. Ky.. where he engaged for some
Jng woman past middle age, dra- dully motor trips, accompnnled by has been rumored that the Atchison
STOCK KKKDKItS AS AVKI.L.
time in the wholesale liquor business.
matically entered Kensington police the duchess, from Harlow to points stock bought by the Union Pucltlc
With more than the average ability
ANI VISIT STOCK
to
station and announced she married of interest in the picturesque Peake Knilroad company bud been
for making money und less than the
SHOWS.
James Poole Wagstaff In 1893 whrc country, tine of these excursions the Pennsylvania Railroad company.
average desire for merely having It.
it is rumored that a part of the
her lawful husband, Alfred Gibson took the Queen to Hardwicke Hall Today
proceeds of the proposed new bond
15. The Western Lee Hurnhelm urrlved at the age of
January
Denver.
Jalland, was still alive. Another
her host's beautiful Klizubethan man
to be held lit Denver Jan- 3,ri with all the money he wanted and
Berness Shelly Wagstaff, has sion, a few miles from Chesterfield. Issue by the Pennsylvania railroad Stock Show is
a natural outgrowth of a desire to do something of account
also filed a claim as being the eldest This house was built by the very mas- will be used to pay for the Atchison uary
surviving son of his cousin, the late terful "Hess of Hardwicke," the fa stock said to have been purchased the evolution that has been going t on In the world.
To the astonishment of his friends
that company. From prominent in the live stock development of
John WagstalT, and the fact that th" mous Countess of Shrewsbury, who by
Philadelphia sources comes an unThe days of the range have and the disgust of his relatives, he
testator had two first cousins botit was also the architect (feminine gen- qualified
denial that the Pennsylvania passed away forever and the live closed out his business and went to
named John promises to be an Inter- der) of old ChutHwnrth Itself. Her
esting feature of the tight for a for- Initials, surmounted by a coronet, ar: hus made any such purchase ami slock business of the future must be college. Going to New York he en
tune, which Is set down for trial th carved high by her own hand on the from ITulon Pacific sources comes the. conducted along modern lines to suc- tered Columbia university and plung
statement that the company still hus ceed. Discussing the value of the ed into a course of economics and
latter part of January. Sympathy is stonework of every tower of Hardstock show to the western pro- history. He had finished this course
felt for the accusced Mrs. Wagstaff. wicke, and are even outlined In the Its holdings of Atchison.
ducer. (Jeneral Manager Hoettcher of and was about to sail for Germany
who told the police authorities that flower beds und boxwood borders l.i
the Western Packing company at to do some original work In foreign
the importunities of the relatives of the forecourt. Before returning: t LOIHtVISTS MI ST UK KKIT
OCT OF ILLINOIS HOI. si;. Denver, a few days ago said:
fields, when he was confronted by a
her husband. In their fight for pos- London it is announced that Queen
Springfield, III.: Speaker F.dward
"I feel Htrnng'y that every grower staring poster on the side of a humble
session of his estate, had driven nor Alexandra will visit Newstead Abbev.
to the of live stock in the western country ash barrel. The poster announced the
to distraction, and that she felt likJ the old monastery which the Hyrons D. Shurtleff has announcer'
of the house that during the should by all means avail himself of birth of the "People's Lobby."
confessing her error and renouncl-i- s
made their home. Here Byron fitted members
forthcoming session no one but meni- - the opportunity to visit the show in
"That Is for mine." said Mr. llurn-heiher rights under her husband's will up a corner of the house
himself,
congressmen aud other that he may become familiar
rather than longer endure the ordeal and his bed room remainsforalmost as hers,
and sped away to purchase
others privileged by the rules to cornel with the class of stock which Is most magazine giving a full account of the
she had been subjected to.
the
he left It. The cloisters of the mon-este- on the floor of the house
would be ul desirable for sale, particularly at this lobby. After reading the account in
were the pet's favorite spot, lowed that privilege.
market.
To be kicked out of the then' e and of these he wrote:
magazine,
the
Mr. Burnhelm canceled
"During the last session,' said the
"Lust year's show completely dem- his sailing engagement
where his new opera was being pro- "Amidst the court a Gothic founmailed a
speaker, "members were given cards onstrated the fact that not only could check to the treasurer und
duced for the first time was th
of the Peotain play'd.
signed
by
properly
be
speaker
slock
the
the
finished
also
they
but
which
unique
experience
ple's
Lobby.
of
Lawrence
In the letter he sent a
Symmetrical, but decked with carv- could Issue to their friends. This did fact that It was profitable to do so
Houseman, author of the "Vicar nt
note offering his personal services for
ings quaint.
Wakefield." Manager Curzon. of the Strange faces like to men in mas- not In the least relieve the condition Formerly It was necessary for the un Indefinite period free of charge.
which hud prevailed nor in some stockman to ship his feeders to the
Prince of Wales theatre, where the
that he had been loojt-in- g
querade.
cases keep out the lobbylsst. From corn belt to be futtened und finished He explained
rare incident occured, explains that
for an opportunity to do some
And here perhaps a monster, there this time on the doorkeeper will be for the market and now that the live
his secretary complained of a gentlegood in the world and to make some
a saint."
instructed to keep from the houso stock narket of Denver has made use of the
man In one of the boxes who had
education and the money
persons who are not entitled to that such rapid strides and the demand for
"laughed derisively" at something in
he has acquired, and it seemed to him
The British peerage has Just been privilege."
fat stock has Increased, It is no longthe piece In the first act. Ascertain- graced
this offered such an opoprtunlty.
and enriched by another fair
er necessary, nor in the future will It that
ing that the box In question was
from Henry
.fcnierican girl and her millions. The NKW STKKL MILr. Oitl)KI!i:i)
be profitable, for the stockman to sell He received a reply
by Mr. Houseman the manager new
Reach Needham, who is now In charge
peeress Is Miss Hermolne Schen-leKOIt l'8K IN AL Ml AM V. his stock us feeders.
made his way there forthwith. Now
of Pittsburg, a ward of Andrew
Anniston, Ala.: That steel will be
"Kvery live stock center differs in of the lobby In Washington, and in a
Houseman hud disowned the opera
and her matrimonial prize manufactured at (he plant of th.t the character of fat stock which Is short time he was installed In the pobecause, as he says, of the interpola- Carnegie,
Lord Kllenborough. a retired com- Woodstock corporation in this city is most in demand and I am quite sure sition of assistant secretary .
tion of dialogues and lyrics not writ- is
The offices of the People's Lobby
In the royal navy, who Is all the positive statement made by J. M. that every stockman who expects In
ten or sanctioned by him. It was mander
65 and had long been regarded as Harr. president, when seen at the Alathe future to market his stock in are in the Munsey building, on Pennwhen an interpolated
lyric was of
They have already
a confirmed bachelor. Iady
bama hotel yesterday.
h
Mr. Harr is Denver, would be greatly benefited by sylvania avenue.
reached that Mr. Houseman
had
Is the youngest daughter of here with Mr. Carrlngton, vice presivisiting the coming show and ascer- shown evidences of systematized ac
laughed loudly and derisively. Manand general manager;
F. C taining for himself what class of stock tivity. A large volume of mall arager Curzon told the composer to Mrs. Schenley, whose husband amass- dent
of Cincinnati, stockholder and sell best at this market. For instance, riving every morning shows that the
leave the theatre. Mr. Houseman re- ed an enormous fortune In Pittsburg Wright,
und C. A. Stillman, a promi- certain weight cattle are nearly al- public is actively interestd in its speplied warmly that he intended to sit and presented a splendid park and director,
buildings to that city. He nent Iron mun of liirminghum. They ways at a premium here and the same cial representative at the nation's
it out. "I'll give you a minute to get several
friend of Mr. Curnegie, mude an Inspection of the locul plunt applies to both hogs and sheep, anj capital. There is likewise a continuout." hissed the manager, adding was a close
his death he appointed the aud later took a carriage ride around If the western stock grower could be- ous line of callers, people who come
something
most uncomplimentary. and at
magnate guardian to his daugh- the city. Mr. Purr says the materl.-.- l come familiar with exactly what Is to tell things which they know or
Mr. Houseman rose
to
his feist steel
in transit, and will be wanted by the packers, he would In- think ought to be done.
Mr. Curnegie sent
ters.
the bride ordered Is now
threatening, when Mr. Curzon, to
.us soon as It arrives.
Th variably realize more from his shipshow he wan In earnest, whirled Mr. magnificent Jewels und J. Plerpont Installed
says,
plant,
he
In
will
by ments.
Houseman around and with a push Morgan was also among the million- March 1. The partybe left operation
evening
"Eastern growers huve for many CITY DIRECTORY IS
und a kick propelled him through aire donors of wedding presents. to visit the Woodstock last
property
at
years
realized the Importance from
Ellenborough
Lord
has
his
taken
the door. Taking this as the cue for
Spring Garden.
an edueutionul standpoint of the varihis exit, Mr. Houseman left the thea- bride for a long honeymoon tour.
ous stock shows which are given
BADLY NEEEDED
tre without further ado. The dis- Their ultimate destination is Albania, WANTS AN OH.IKCT LKSSON
which Is attested to by the
comfited author avers that David and as both ure keen shots they are
ON ACTION OF TARIFF. 'act that the attendance at all the
Uispham. the American tenor, made looking forward to some good sport.
Washington:
Representative
De shows has shown an enormous
TIIK KVKNINU CITIZKN WILL
many of the objectionable alterations A sister of the new peeress Is the Armond, democrat, of Missouri, has t-use
each year over the one previSOON CJIVK THE CITV A FIRST
In "The Vicar of Wakefield," and is wife of Cot Gore, and they live In Introduced a bill requiring domestic ous.
grower
realmust
The western
CLASS DIRKCTORV.
mainly to blame for the strange con- London. Mrs. Schenley rarely visits manufacturers to stamp upon their ize
reget
In
order to
the best
that
troversy over the opera.
America now, preferring to live in products the rule of tariff duty which
he
to
be
sults
advanmust
able
take
her country house in County Hants. articles of the same class and kind tage of the
1
experience of others and
I
It uppeara probable, therefore, that would be required to puy If they were this Is best brought
The
style of architecThe Evening Citizen will, in a
by the
about
ture, utterly commonplace n connec- the family will permanently reside in manufactured abroad and Imported
very short time, start canvass- - iff
brought
exhibition
stock
of
from
tion and execution as it is, is rapidly Kugland. though Pittsburg remains Into the United States where the rut
ers out to secure names for a '$
various sections of the country."
replacing much of the beautiful and the source of their wealth.
of duty Is 30 per cent or more.
He
new city directory, which is bad- varied work of bygone architects of
claims the purpose of the measure i
ly needed, as the ki.se one pub- - S
RISK OF VALI'KS
to serve as an object lesson in the
taste and talent. In central London
OF NKW .MKXICO LANDS.
llshed by an outfit not familiar
the work of pulling down and reby
matter
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showing
the tariff
the.
The sale of lands on the lus Vegas
OF LOCAL INTEREST
with the city, was the poorest iff
building has attuined the proportions
consumer the -- amount of bonus he grant to farmers of the middle wert
excuse of a city directory ever iff
pays to domestic manufacturers by continues to go on rapidly.
of a craze and many interesting links
About
issued in Albuquerque, and many
with the past are swept away by the
reason of the protective turiff.
10.001) acres
hands
have changed
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ruthless hands of the architects In From New Mexican.
days.
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The price
were omitted altogether.
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next city directory the very best
preme court.
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Attorney Lowell Iaughrey, of Al ate the other day by a buzzing sound
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best advertisements fur the city
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drink, perfect in age,
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says many who have used it. $i.oo per
suy that she has for some yearn used
purity aud strength.
Cough Remedy for Dome at drug stores.
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Hook containing
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Solicits

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President: W. S. Strtckler, V. P. an J Caahtor; W. J.
Johnson, k ast. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh. J. C. Baldridg. flolo-ruo- n
luna, A. M. Blacsnrell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. OoiwU.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUCmQUI, NEW MKXICO

ff

--

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEH
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

re-so- ld

heir-at-la-

lfl-2- 6,

Ellen-boroug-

f

Caahler
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. 0. OKfOmiTORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository lor Atcklsoa, Topeka

&

1500.000.00
$260,000.00

Santa Fs Rsllwsjr Compaay

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NKW MKXICO

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

ry

y,

President
vice President

. . .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes (or Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts

We Want

the Wor:S

Your Banking Business
DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Fair. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. U. caras. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubba.

GROSS KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
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sky-scrap- er

an-nu- ul

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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"OLD RELIABLE"

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Oroeerlea
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD ATENTO.

ALBUQUERQUM.

N

H.

We Have Weathered tha Storm
ana sunohine and so have our paints.

Pabst

In fact It's because our paints have
stood time and weather so well that
we are doing such a good business.
We sell the best paints
always.
You'll find our paints the cheapest
because they are the best. Ready
nixed paints, varnishes, colors and
brushes.
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ESTABLISHED

L. B. RUTNEY
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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BOYS DOWN THE LINE
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54-4- 0

at Reduced
Price.

Now It Is 134 games or fight.

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

,

What would base ball be without
league?
outlawThe Atlantic
league now threatens to take thfe
place of the

nu
Man,

-- AND.-
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war cry was
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The Furniture
Cor, Coal and Second
Cor. Coal A Second, East end Viaduct
Colo Phone R 177
Auto Phone 474

for ihe

;

Clarke Phllllpe. Leach ami Wagner
are all that are left on the Pittsburg
team of the players transferred from
loiilsville in 9oo.
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fight.

Start the New Year Right

EVENING

Albuquerque Carriage Company
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tlooby, Ilinle Pelts, while you play
at Louisville the echoes of your fogtrain was running at full speed at tho horn coaching will remain to haunt
time of the collision, as a result of many a pitcher around the national
WE FILL
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satisfaction.
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providing for reciprocal demurrage locomotives and a caboose were on
Although an athlete nnd great adGarry Herrmann, whose millions
as one remedy (or the car shortage the runaway section, nnd all five of are in the limelight since the prop Special Correspondence.
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Commissioner lane, of the Intestate commerce commission, said in

his recent report to President Koose-ve- lt
on the car shortage situation,
that no demurrage law could build
track or cars, or furnish engines. In
other words, demurrage is regarded
by Commissioner Lane as only a par
tial remedy. The real dilticulty. III
the opinion of most of the commissioners. Is the failure of the railway
officials to put sutlliient money into
equipment and betterments.
The
railroads, in oilier words, have been
run too much in the interest of Wall
street speculation and not enough i:i
the Interest of the public. The result
is that while great dividends on wat
ered stock are being taken in out of
the earnings, the equipment of the
carriers has steadily fallen bi hind th
demands of the growing commerce f
the nation.
What additional remedies will b
recommended by the commission and
That may not
President Roosevelt?
be answered definitely Just now. Hut
President
this Is quite certain:
Roosevelt believes in more and in
creasing regulation of the rallas as
the only thing that will avert govern
ment ownership. The private man
agement of these common carrie-- s
has shown itself incompetent In pro
viding physical equipment; the on'y
alternative then is to give to tin- - in
terstale commerce commission more
I Jive
power.
them the right to I
quire physical equipment.
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Another disastrous wreck occurred
last night on the Rock Island road at
Passenger train No.
Waldron. Mo.
26. due to leave St. Joseph at 7: JO p.
m , and which was delayed by an Accident In the yards at that point, ran
through an open switch into a freight
The pusseiigcr
truin at Waldron.
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Its Location

COME

MKLKX IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OK AI.HL'yl'KKtJl'E.
X. M . AT THK JUNCTION OK THE MAIN LINK OK
LKAD1XG
EAST AXD
T11K SAXTA KB SYSTEM
WEST KltOM CHICAGO. KAXSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND I'OIXTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AXD KltOM THE EASTEHX AXD N lltTH EltN
STATES To EL PASO AXD TEXAS.
l.uuO lll'SIXESS AXD RESIDENCE LOTS, 2r.xHu
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND I'URLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; I'URLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OK l.r,00 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE

ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
HELEN
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILK CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC. HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIP-P1XPOINT KOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT, WIXE,
ITS
BEAN'S AXD HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILOT HE
ROAD CITY IX THE NEAR FUTURE CAN
ESTIMATED.
G
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TO BELEM, H. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

KS0OSSKSKKeeS x
A Railway Center

K4K404KKK4rC4K4Ke4K4

ALL FAST I.IMITI.D
K.YPUKSS,
MAIL AND.
RIMGIir TRAILS OF T1IF. SANTA FK WILL OO
OVF.lt TIIF. MAIX LINK THROUGH TO HFI.FX, FAST
M WFST, XOIM'II AM SOL'TII.
I

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IX THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AXD A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.

o.

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN BECKER,

Pies

WH. M. BERGER,

Im-

ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

S

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE

F

SeCj.

AND PRICKS IF
CHOICEST LOTS.

E MAPS

You WISH To SECURE Til

E
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PACK LIGHT.

MJBUQtTERQOE
tlce;

"Harry

will

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

be absent

EVENINO CITIZEN,
F. Lee out of city and
until Jan. 25, 1907.

For city business, see Marshal
For sheep sanitary hoard
business see Bureau of Animal Industry In Raynolds building."
W. U. Brown and II. 8. Van Slyck,
n
Santa Fe railroad officials nt El I'aso, are In the city today.
Mrs. h. il. Johnson and Mls Mini
Johnson, of St. Paul, Minn., arrived
In this city recently and will take up
their residence here.
The frlemls of Win.
H.
Greer,
president of the Albuquerque Traction
company will regret to learn of his
serious Illness. He Is at present confined to the Good Samaritan hospital
at Los Angeles, where It Is expected
that a surgical operation will be necessary for his relief.
The engagement is announced of
Miss Edith L. Reed, daughter of Mrs.
Mary Reed of 224 South Walters
street, fo Joseph Royers White, one
of the proprietors of the f and 10
cent store on South Second street.
Moth are wll known In social clrqles
here and will undoubtedly, be the
recipients of many congratulations.
Capt. Arthur Trelford, superintendent of the New Mexico penitentiary
at Santa Fe, was In Albuquerque
yesterday. While here he announced
that prison affairs are moving
smoothly and that the twenty United States prisoners who are confined
In the territorial penitentiary will be
removed to the federal prison at
Lavonworth, Kansas, sometime before the first of March.
At a brief meeting of the county
afternoon,
commissioners yesterday
at which all of the commissioners
were In attendance, at the Bernallli
county court house, the claims of
George Albright,
were
approved and allowed.
The amount
was for commissions due him for tin
last quarter of 1908, along with a llt
of small sums from the territory and
county remaining over from 1905.
well-know-

Men's $3.50 Shoes
Patent Leather, Box Calf, Vici
Kid, Kangaroo, Style, Strength,
Service, taste in every pair. The

If thin fin (hiimIh accurate,
And you chance to go home lute,
And your wife auks where you wcr.
What nbmit that corner, sir?
J'. V. Slmmnns mine in from Helen
this morrihiK.
W. I. Lincoln. n nilnlns; num, In
here from Las Yegiis.
Miss May Rledsoe of Wlllarri, Is In
the Duke City on it visit.
J. H. Pnxtnn, of Las Cruces. Is a
vlHltor to Albuquerque today.
Thomas J. McDonald has nrrived
here from Santa Ee. He comes to
Albuquerque on business.
Its a damp, bad day and every
man who drops the "p" In the first
adjective hasn't a bad cold, either.
Chas. F. Spader, the newly appointed county commissioner of Sandoval county, is here today on business.

best fitting because they are carefully made over correct lasts.
The best service because the ex--!
act Goodyear Welt stitching will not
allow other than the best quality of
leather. An inner sole free from

tacks, wax and threads.

Ten styles to select from.

Hoys

Buy

3

Largest Line of Candy in the City
DRIGHAN

C. N.

Successor to

4 F. F.

Trotter

CONFECTIONERY

4.

SUGAR

GEO. W. I1ICKOX

T. V. MAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
HIE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

SWOM)

HARDWARE

ST.

CO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

IloomerangM

Renham's.
William Ulchtor, watchmaker for
Hickox & Mnynard Is reported very
III
at h!s home on Fourth street.
He was taken sick last Saturday.
F. J. Houston & company have In
creased the shelving In their place
to the length of the salesroom to
make space for Increase of stock.
The newly organized
American
Lumber company band
held Its
Initial practice at the band headquarters over the Insely Cycle company on Gobi avenue last night.
Itllly Keleher, one of the best telegraph operators In the southwest, has
returned to the city from the IJelen
cut-of- f,
where he haa been at work
the past few months.
S. T. Poole, who has been for some
time superintendent of the Albuquer
que Gas, Electric Light & Power
company, has given up his position
and will hereafter Teslde on the Pacific coast.
George R. Newman, who has been
spending a portion of his vacation In
this city, intends leaving hwre about
the first of next month for a trip to
Europe. Mr. Newman Is a resident
of Denver.
John Holland, the forger who es
caped from the Bernalillo county
Jail Sunday, gave himself up at the
Santa Fe station last night and was
taken back to Jail. Ills sentence expires today.
An additional teacher Is required
at present in district 29, Ranchos de
Atrlsco, owing to the Increased attendance this year. The district has
but one teacher and County Superintendent Stroup is on the lookout for
another.
Dr. J. E. Kraft, the well known
dentist, who during the past, month
has been traveling In Mexico and
who has been engaged in the transaction of business and the pursuit of
pleasure at Chihuahua, State of
returned this morning.
C. O. Young, recently
elected a
member of the school board from
the second ward yesterday qualified
for the office by taking the oath before County Clerk A. E. Walker.
Mr. Young was elected to fill the unexpired term of O. L. Rice, who resigned.
y
The new
brick residence
being erected on North Second street
by Oreste Bachechl, has reached
the
first floor, and workmen will push
work to completion. It will be, when
completed, one of the most convenient residences In that section of
the city.
Harry F. Lee, the city clerk and
secretary of the territorial sanitary
board, left this morning for the Salt
Lake City sheep convention. On the
door of his office in the N. T. Ar- mijo building Is the following no- a,

A Rarebit

two-stor-

to be propcrl prepared should be made
ia a Mdnainff, Bowman Chafing lUh.
worrying abuut fire.
Alar .eui!y,nu
S jpiy
mutcli, sod la few minifies
the

Manning, Bowman & Co.

Chafing Dish
haa pt sdueed a dainty morael to regale
your gucitt. lie aure to are that your

chafing lih i cupnllril with the
vaunted saaunlaaa vary"
eltxt rood pant found only in Man

mi(,

lai.

Uowmau & Co. Chafing DUhea.

ton sals

mr

MORTUARY

Believe Us

Learnard
Established

&

9Q0

HARDWARE

COAL

$9.50
$6.00

Clean Gas Coke

ivonn

Green Mill Wood, per load

W. H. HAHN

Fourth and Railroad Avenoe
THE

STB ITT
Diamond,
70ur trad

RAILROAD

Watch, Jewelry, C QI&m, Clocks, BllYerwara.
and guarante A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE
wa ln'ltc

X44'4'4'T44'4'fr4'4.
20 Per Cent. Discount
Semi-Annnu-

al

j

st4

Get your old umbrella out;
More rain beyond a doubt;
Or, much rather than get wet,
Take the first one you can get.
I) It. C. II. CONNOR

OSTEOPATH.
Rooms 3 and 4, N. T, Arrnljo building.

44

4 4 4

I

444

20 Per Gent. Discount

Clearance Sale

T blacks reserved) at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT
.

-

A DOLLAR MADE IS A DOLLAR SAVED

MEN'S SHIRTS

Monarch and Wilson's Celebrated Shirts, broken lines only
uiuetxs r ine bnirts, broken lines only your choice - STUDY OUR WINDOWS

-

We do It right. ROUGH DRY. Imperial Laundry C.
The Las Vegas girls who will pliy
the University Thursday will arrive
in Albuquerque Wednesday evening.
They are coming confident of sue
cess, for they have been practicing
hard during the holidays. Five or
six other students of the high Bchool
will probably accompany them.
SELLING OCT RELOW COST.
All our men's and boys' ' overcoats
ami suits, all underwear, quilts, wool
and cotton blankets and shoes, at the
Canli Uuyers' Union, 122 North Sec
ond street. Special bargains today
RANCH EGGS.
For fresh eggs, one or two days old
phone Illack 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
street and Mountain road.
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'S DRUG STORE.

order to clear our counters of all heavy weights, we offer our
J7 entireIn stock
of Men's and Boys' Clothing and Overcoats (blues and
DO NOT DELAY.

d THAT falls
TME Of THE YEAR

VERY BEST VALUES. WE
D0NT WANAMY LEFT-fi

aa.

80c
SI. 25

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

WAL

HONEY

Extracted Honey tor
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Uox 802, Albuquerque.

10 lbs.

Nice

$1.00.

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

Aiioelailon Offleg
Transactions
Cuaraat90t

ROSENFIEID'S,

1

1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO HALL
Admissioi 50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

aw BC

&.

$2.25

4a
OUH PRICED HAVE FALLEN 5UT THEY-HAVNOT FALLEN ON .SHIPPED IN "FAKE"
STUFF. THEY HAVE FALLEN ON WHAT WE
HAVE LEFT OF THE REGULAR LINE.S OF GOOD

YE-S- ,

MERCHANDISE

OO.

STUDY THOSE GREEN TAGS

TIEIBM

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE.
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOMICAL, EXCELLENT FOR OPEN
GRATES, $. PER TON. W. II.
HAHN A CO.

The Railroad A venue Clothier.

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Coppir Ave.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

W

TIN SHOP
In Rear of Store

-i

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

M

!

:Wholesale

and Retail:

HARDWARE
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
g--j.

M

ak

SuppliesHose and Belting,
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware
'
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon
Stock.
Wood
Suoolies.
Blacksmith
a a

Mailorders Solicited
119. HO. I IT. twM rYrit ItrMI
4ot, 403. North rirtBtrmt

Albuquerque, Net Mexico

o

Palace

Diamond

NOT THE

OUR PRICES ARE COMING
DCWN ON SOtAE OF

Roth Phones.

shoed

LIST,

15

206 W. Qold Avenne

Genuine American block, per'
on
S8.50
Cerrlllos Lump
fl Kn
Anthracite Nnt
$8.80
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace

are the first consideration with people careful about their health, and
they are our first thought in design
ing our shoes; no matter how low the

LECT YOlin FEED FROM THIS
RESULTS WILL BE ASTONISHING: PKATTS'
FOOD
WILBUR'S POULTRY FOOD. IN
TERNATIONAL POULTRY FOOD,
POULTRY PANACEA. GRANULATED CHARCOAIi. CRUSHED OY- STER SHELL, CLAM SHELL GRIT,
MICA CRYSTAL GRIT.

GO.

ft

Lindemann.

NOW IS THE TIME FOR THE
EGG HARVEST TO BEGIN.
SE-

ALBUQUEROUE

107.

Do It Today

IT WILL BE MANY A DAY BEFORE YOU AGAIN HAVE AN
TO BUY CLOTHING
AT m il PRESENT PRICES.
M.
MANDELL.

price or how dainty the design. And
the stock of shoes that we have here
at the present time proves that thee
qualities need not be costly, nor need
they be absent from the smartest and
most stylish shoes that are made.
C. May's Shoe Store, 314 Railroad
avenue.

THIS

TODAY

CLOSING,

in

15,

Olf LY THlNl

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECOND HAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

Women's Felt Julietes wMh fur
trimming, black, red, green or brown
They hare extra flexible leather soles
and are the most comfortable slip
pers for housewear. Price only $1.25
and 11.50, at C. May's Shoe Store, 3H
West Railroad avenue.

and durability

! THAT JNOW

of a Piano

The closing of stores on Sundays
has made Nogales a very quiet town
and nowhere in the far west can a

Comfort

i!

NOW
In the purchase

J. C. I'ille.
J. C. Pllle, aged thirty years died of
tuberculosis this morning. His home
Is at Seneca, Kansas, where the body
will be shipped for burial. He leaves
a wife and one child, both of whom
were with him when he died. The
PUle's came to Albuquerque about
six months ago from their Kansas
home In the hope that a change of
Pllle's
climate would benefit Mr.
health. He was an agriculturalist.

cleaner and more respectable place of
residence be found than In this thoroughly American city along the border. All the business houses have
agreed to closing their places at 8
o'clock in the evening except Satur
days, and thus the clerks have somj
time tto; enjoy with their families,
where. Jieretpfore they could not.
This Is a, beneficial effect In one way
and many thanks are due the mer
chants for this consideration.

V All V

RESOLVED

We can save you money

I'unrrul of Jotm C. Kelly.
The funeral of the late John C.
Kelly, formerly a traveling conductor for the Illinois Central railroad,
will be held tomorrow morning from
the Church of the Immaculate Conception. Father Mandalaii will of
be at Santa
ficiate.
Burial will
Barbara, cemetery.
Mr. Kelly was
a member of the Order of Railway
Conductors.

NOG ALES NOW HAS
SUNDAY
-'

TVESDAY, JAN

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home Insurance.
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction conies home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed in home insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the post year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of business written.
Why cannot this same record be made here? It can If
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.
CANNOT

WB

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

0

